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Reading, as a process of deriving meaning from a
set of graphic symbols representing aural and oral language,
depends much upon language and speech development as well
as the ability to make fine auditory discriminations between
sounds and words.! Children with auditory deficiencies,
then, will have difficulty in learning to read. Despite
malfunction of the acoustic channel some comprehension of
the·sound-language-symbol relationship is generally essential
to the reading act.
Teachers of the deaf and hard-of-hearing are fully
aware of the difficulties inherent· in reading instruction
for the acoustically handicapped, and there is much discussion
on the subject, particularly in relation to the experiments,
discoveries, .and developments during the last ten years of
reading research. These discussions, the resultant research,
and subsequent development of and experimentation with new
methods and materials for teaching reading are relevant not
1Bond, Guy L., and Tinker, Miles A., Readin~
Difficulties: Their D~agnosis a~d Cor~ection, (New York:
Appleton~Century-erofts, Inc., 19071, p. ill.
1
2
only to reading instruction in schools for the deaf, but
also to remedial instruction in reading clinics and programs.
Statement of the Problem----- - - ----
The purpose of this paper was to survey the recent
literature, methods, and materials in reading instruction for
the deaf and the hard-of-hearing, and to suggest their appli-
cability to remedial instruction for the hard-of-hearing.
The ~pecific objectives were:
1. Since the hard-of-hearing are often linguis-
tically as well as acoustically deficient,
wha~ intelligence, general achievement, and
reading tests are recommended as appropriate
measures of their capabilities?
2. What methods are recommended and useful in
teaching reading to the deaf and hard-of-hearing?
3- How are the above methods applicable to remedial
reading instruction for the hard-of-hearing?
4. What materials are recoramended and useful in·
teaching reading to the deaf and hard-of-hearing?
S. How are the above materials applicable to
remedial instruction for the hard-of-hearing?
Signifj_canc~
It has been estimated that about 5% of the school
children in the population,2 or well over 500,000 children
2Ibid ••
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have a hearing 105s. 3 Because these children lack an
adequate auditory response to their environment, they may
be deficient, not simply in language or s~eech, but in the
concepts that make language possible. If Language is con-
ceived, as Frizna states, as "a syste~ of conventional
symbols having the purpose of communicating thought",4 the
application to speech, a system of acoustic symbols intended
to communicate thought, and to reading, a system of graphic
symbols intended to communicate thought, should be clear.
The auditorily handicapped child, lacking certain concepts,
may have difficulty w~t,h either or both symbolic systems.
However, conceptual deficiencies do not account for
all the problems of the hard-of~hearing in communication.
Speech sounds encompass frequencies from 500 to 2000 cps.S
Dep~n~ing upon its severity, a loss in this range may ad-
versely affect a child's oral and aural communication. Loss
in the higher frequencies blurs consonant discrimination;
loss in the lower frequencies affec~s vowel discrimination.
6Both affect the reading process, and since inflectional
3Force, Dewey G., and Garrison, Karl C., ~ Psycho-
~)~fp:Xii~~ionalChildren, (New York: Ronald Press Co.,
4Frizna, R., "Auditory Channels in the Education of
Deaf Children f1 , ~ P.merican Annals £!~~, III p. 640.
50lNeill, John, The Hard of Hearing, (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 3.
6Bond and Tinker, Reading Difficulties, ~. 110.
4
endin,gs and grammatical structure are often convey
ed
aurally, the structure of their language may be af
fected
as well.
Because his auditory sense is inadequate, the
hearing handicapped child must learn to compensate
for it
visually through speechreading or other visual cue
s while
learning to use his residual hearing to its fullest ex
tent.
This means that any tests, methods, and materials
used in
remedial instruction must be visually oriented wh
ile
offering the opportunity for training of the resid
ual
hearing. 'During the last ten years,i much discussion of
methods and materials for reading instruction has
taken
place, but, although some research has been done i
n reading
instruction for the deaf and the hard-of-hearing,
little
has~been said about its application to remedial in
struction.
ScoRe ~ Limitation
Since most experimentation in reading instruction
for the deaf and, hard-of-hearing has taken place d
uring
the last decade, this paper surveyed research of t
he 1960 l s
in methods and materials for teaching reading to the a
cous-
tically handicapped, applying it to remedial instruction
for the hard-of-hearing.
The latest journals, proceedings, monographs, and
books were used to obtain information and opinions
on the
applicability and usefulness of the recent innovatio
ns and
research in reading to reading and remedial readin
g instru~­
tion for the acoustically handicapped.
5
It was hoped that this survey will be a partial
guide to sources, methods, and materials for teaching
remedial reading to the hard-of-hearing. An attempt has
already been made to productively compile the results of
reading research for the deaf. 7 Future r~3earch, partic-
ularly in reading and remedial instruction for the hard-of-
hearing, is foreseeable.
7Wooden, ~. Z., "An Audiovisual Approach to Language
InstrLi....cticirl of Children '-lith. Severe Hearing Impairments:
Project , Audio-Visual Instruction, II (November,
1966), 742.
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
In locating guides for and evaluations· of methods
and materials useful for teaching remedial reading to the
hard-of-hearing, the author examined research in and discus-
sions of education of the deaf as well as of the hard-of-
hearing. Three general topics were considered relevant:
educational characteristics, methods and programs in reading
and language development, and materials for diagnosis of
reading disabilities and instruction in reading. Since
language development and readi~g are often considered
simultaneously in instruction of the deaf, it was thought
necessary to consider methods and materials in ·both areas.
Educational Characteristics
The educational characteristics which have been
~esearched as most relevant to reading and the hard-of-
hearing are those aspects of cognitive development related
to reading; speech, including language development, auditory
training, and communication, and reading.
Cognitive Development.--In a study of dimensional
preferences, discrimination, and learning in deaf and
hearing children, Suchman studied the relationship between
6
7
discriminative ac~uracy and dimension preference with the
hypothesis that, givf;,~,;"" -.;~ choice between stimuli in color,
form, or size dimensions, most hearing elementary school
children prefer form, while most deaf elementary school
children prefer color. He matched 72 children, 36 deaf and
36 hearing, for sex, age, and IQ, using as a criterion for
deafness the bilaterally, congenitally deaf, with an absence
of other physical anomalies, and checking his hearing sub-
jects with the Wepman Auditory Discrimination~. These
pairs were compared on their ability to discriminate accu-
rately in the col'or and the form dimension and on a successive
discriminative-training task. Suchman concluded that there
is a relationship between discriminative ,accuracy" and
-dimension preference. His hypothesis that the hearing school
chi~dren would prefer form while the deaf children would
prefer color, was proved correct, with the adjunct proof
that the deaf discriminate color variations better than the
hearing, while the hearing discriminate form better than the
deaf. Suchman also concluded that children's discrimination
learning is facilitated when the relevant cue from the pre-
1
ferred dimension is not clearly supported.
Espesetll investigated visual-sequential memory in
deaf children to determine if it would be significantly
lRosslyn Gaines Suchman, "Color-Form Preference,
Discril;;'"f.i.ri.ating Accuracy, and Learning of DeQ.f and Hearing
Children", C11il.d Develo1)ment, 33 (June, 1966) 1439-451.
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increased by an intensive treatment program. He selected
36 deaf pupils grade 6-12, from a state school for the deaf,
assigning them at random to an experimental or a control
group. The instruments used for the experiment were four
subtests of the ITPA; Visual-Motor Association, Visual-
Motor Sequencing, Visual Decoding, and Motor Encoding; as
well as the Knox Cube Test, Heally Picture Completion Test
(II), Picture Span Test, and Digit Span Test. The experi-
mental group had half-hour remedial sessions four days a
week for ten weeks, while the control group met t~ice
weekly for exercises not related to memory span. The results
showed that the experimental group made significant gains
beyond the .05 level of confidence on two of the three
primary measures: visual-motor sequence and picture span.
Esp~seth drew two implications from this: that a longitudinal
study is needed, and that the visual-memory ~pan of the deaf
b · d 2can e J..mprove •
The verbal conceptualization of deaf as compared to
hearing children was investigated by Hughes, who compared
56 deaf subjects with 33 hearing subjects of comparable
mental ages on a selected list of words and word concepts
arranged in a percept-testing, concept-sorting task. He
hypothesized no significant difference in perfonmance.
Hughes investigated five related points: the performance of
2Vernon K. Espeseth, "Investigation of Visual-Sequen-
tial ~lemory in Deaf Children", ~ Ameri-can Annals 2!~~,
114 (September, 1969), 786-789.
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the hearing impaired subjects on the task with respect to
the type of training or instruction they had received; an
analysis of the length of time spent in the residential
school compared to task performance; the relationship between
sex and performance on the verbal task; the relative dif-
ficulty of 'the words employed in the task in terms of
performance by the deaf and hearing; and a comparison of
the relationship of mental age and chronological age to
verbal-concept behavior as measured by a discriminating
instrument., The subjects were checked on each word and its
pictured equivalent to be sure the word was known, then were
asked to sort known percept words under the known concept
words. Seven measures were taken: the number of concepts
known; the number of percepts known; the number of words
cor~ectly sorted; the number of words incorrectly sorted;
the number of sortable words known; the efficiency ratio;
and the inefficiency ratio. The null hypothesis was rejected:
the hearing Bubjects knew more percept and concept words,
and were able to sort a higher proportion of known percepts
to known concepts than the deaf. However, the deaf per-
formance was better on two, variables, making fewer wrong
sorts than ~he hearing, and having a smaller inefficiency
ratio. The deaf performed better on the percept as compared
to the concept level. There was no relationship between
the length of institutionalization and performance for the
deaf or the hearing, and the hypothesized sex difference was
10
not supported. The words were more difficult for the deaf
than the hearing. Mental age was more closely related to
verbal conceptualization than was chronological age. Hughes
suggests that the deaf need more emphasis on concept refine-
ment and an earlier introduction to more low-order abstract·
concepts. 3
Kates ~ ~~ also did a study involving categorization
and related verbalization in deaf and hearing adolescents,
with three purposes: to investigate categorization; to
distinguish between the process of categorization and the
process of verbalization and judge the accuracy of categori-
zation independently of verbalization; and to attempt to
separate the effects of deafness from the cognitive effects
of age and achievement level. There were three groups of
subjects. Group I consisted of 5 girls and 3 boys with a
mean IQ of 02, mean age of 18.09, and mean rank on the
Stanford Achievement~ of 17.79, who comprised the
graduating senior class from Clarke School for the Deaf.
They had very profound losses, and had oral training. Group
II consisted of 8 junior high school students, 5 girls and
3 boys, with a mean IQ:of 04.63, a mean age of 14.2, and a
mean rank on the Stanford Achievement~ of 7.68. The
third group.. consisted of 8 high school seniors,S girls and
3
Robert B~ Hughes, "Verbal Conceptualization in Deaf
and Hearing Children tl , Z;:ceEtiocal Children, 27 (May, 1961),
517-522.
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3 boys, with a mean IQ of 106.38, a mean age of 17.97, and
average scholastic achievement. ,The test used was the
Goldstein-Scherrer Object SortinK~. It was given in three
parts, free, active, and constrained situations administered
in order in one session. The written instructions to the
deaf were the same as the oral instructions to the hearing.
Kates concluded that (1) the deaf categorize as adequately
as the hearing; (2) the deaf have more inadequate verbaliza-
tion, but more adequate categorization accompanied by
inadequate verbalizations than the hearing; (3) the deaf do
not differ in the type or the developmental level of
verbalization, or in their spontaneous changes of categori-
zation in the test; (4) the deaf have narrower categories
than hearing adolescents of their own age and IQ, but do
not~differ from those of the same achievement level and IQ;
and (5) no difference was found indicating a definite shift
in categorization ability distinct from the effects of age
and achievement. 4
A second investigation of concept attainment by deaf
and hearing adolescents was done a year later by Kates,
Yudin and Tiffany. They investigated concept attainment in
problem solving situations, with a relevant problem, which
was to determine how deafness affects the ability to attain
450lis L. Kates, William W. Kates, James Michael, and
Terrance X.. :·ta~~sh, Verbaliza~ions, _in Deaf, and Hearing Adoles-
cents", The' J.ournal of Educational Psychologl-" 52 (August,
1961), 1-S-S-=194.
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conjunctive concepts and how it affects the processes
manifested in concept attainment. Kates hypothesized first
no difference in concept attainment between the deaf and
hearing subjects matched for age and IQ in (1) the total
number of choices before solution, (2) the latency of the
first choice in each conceptual problem, (3) the total time
taken to solve the problem, (4) the number of guesses about
the correct concept, (5) the number and type of changes
made in attribute values on the first choice and the per-
cent of focusing changes in the first four card choices, and
(6) a comparison of their respective performances on orderly
and random presentations of the stimulus material. A
second hypothesis held that the deaf adolescent subjects would
be superior in concept attainment to younger hearing control
subjects matched on school achievement level and IQ in all
of the above subheadings. 5
There were three groups of subjects. The exper~ental
group consisted of 30 deaf students, 17 male and 13 female
from the Clarke School for the Deaf, who had been profoundly
deaf from birth or infancy, and whos.e mean IQ was 98.87, mean
age was 16.4, and mean grade was 8.51,. Correlated with
these were two c9ntrol groups, each consisting of 30 hearing
subjects, 17 male and 13 female. C071trol group I was drawn
5So1is ~. Kates, Lee Yudin, Ronald K. Tiffany,
"Concept A"ctairun.el~),.~: Dear ar;.c. HeaI'lIing .- c~Gcentsn, Journal
2! Educational' PS}"c>ic~lcg.L, 53 (J~ne" 1962)" 119-120."
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from senior high school students and had a mean IQ of
97.63, a mean age of 16.4, and average achievement in
their studies; control group II was drawn from junior high
school students and had a mean IQ of 97.50, a mean age of
13.6, and average achievement on the Stanford Achievement
~. The conceptual attainment materials were Bruner's
cards, 81, three-by-fives which combined four attributes:
colors, figures, number of figures, and borders. They were
displayed under two conditions: grouped systematically with
similar attributes and values placed in juxtaposition; and
grouped randomly by random numbers.
All subjects were tested individually on the same
problems presented in the same order. Each group was divided
into two groups of 15 subjects matched for IQ and scholastic
ach~evement in the experimental group, for age and IQ in con-
trol group I, and for scholastic ach~evement and IQ in control
group II. One subgroup from each solved both sets of two to
three problems in the orderly sequence; the other solved the
problems first in the orderly sequence, then in the random
sequence. The nature of the task was fully explained to each
subject. 6
The results on part one of Kate's hypothesis were
varied. There was no.significant difference between the
deaf and older hearing subjects for the number of choices
necessary to attain the concept, for the length of time needed
6!Eid., p. 120-121.
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to attain it, or for the number of changes made in attri-
bute values. On the orderly-orderly and orderly-random
sequences, there was no significant difference on the six
variables or on the full or half tests for the deaf and older
hearing subjects. For the deaf ,and younger hearing groups,
there was no significant difference on five of the six
variables. 'There was a trend for the deaf to make fewer
choices before attaining the concept than the younger
hearing subjects, and there was a significant difference
favoring the younger hearing sUbjects in the latency of the
first choices. There was no significant difference between
these two groups on the full or half test sequences. Kates
concluded that the deaf and hearing subjects were equally
capable of using discriminating attributes to distinguish
the.exemplars of a concept from the on-exemplars.' He·
inferred that language achievement doesn't have important
significance for efficiency in attaining sensory concepts,
although the deaf appear reluctant to communicate ora11y.7
Youniss, Neil, and Furth attempted to replicate a
previous experiment which reported that deaf a~olescents
were superior to hearing adolescents in acquiring discrimi-
nation of visually presented word pairs, attempting to
clarify the problem of inconsistent perfonmance deficiency
on tasks involving verbal material. The study involved
7Ibid.,p. 121-126.
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two experiments. In experiment I, 30 deaf subjects from
a state school for the deaf and 30 hearing subjects from a
parochial school were correlated for age, with the deaf
subjects' mean at 14.3 years and the hearing subjects'
mean at 14.4 years. The range for both was 12-15 years.
Five lists of'word pairs, homonyms with high meaning, high
form similarity; high meaning, low form similarity; low
meaning, high form similarity; and low meaning, low form
similarity, were presented to each subject, who had to
choose the correct word from each pair. The deaf subjects
discriminated with fewer errors than the hearing subjects,
discr~inated'betterwhen the similarity in form was low
than when it was high, and made as many errors when the
similarity in meaning was high as when it was low. The
hea~ing subjects made more errors with pairs high in meaning
similarity than with pairs low in meaning similarity.~
Experiment II was set up to investigate the possibility
that a selected group of deaf subjects might be more respon-
sive to lexical meaning than the adolescents of Experiment I.
In this experiment, 20 subjects, 10 female, 10 male, deaf
since 6.2 years, with a mean age of 22.6, were selected from
Gallaudet College for the Deaf, and 20 subjects, 10 female,
10 male, with a mean age of 19.8, were selected from Catholic
8James Youniss, Richard N. Feil, ond Hans G. Furth,
"Discrimination of Verllal Material as a Function of Intra-
pair Similarity in Deaf and Hearing Subjects", JOL\rnal 2!
Educational Palchol~~J 56 (August, 1965), 184~190.
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University. They were subjected to the same test used in
Experiment I. Th~ deaf and hearing college students were
equally affected by meaningful stimuli. Youniss also notes
that the hearing as well as the deaf subjects attempted a
strategy based·on visual perception, but t~le heari~g reached
to the meaning, treating words ~s language units, while the
deaf were affected only by the formal attributes. 9
Finally, PugJ-l, in "Developing the Deaf Child's
Power of Reasoning", discusses the problems of reasoning
in the education of the deaf. He defines reason as the
manipulation of ideas and memories, and ~oints out that
re$earch suggests that the deaf reason well in pictures,
bllt fail to make a satisfactory transition to verbal reasoning
not because of difficulty with concepts, but because the
symbols are misunderstood. As possible remediation, Pugh
suggests practice in drawing previously learned information
into new situations; help with different types of definitions
in context and in the dictionary; practice with simple
analogies and reciprocal relations, the use of time concepts,
and directions; as well as the use of the process of elimina-
tion and of deductive and inductive reasoning. 10
Speech ~ Communication.--Before a hearing child
learns to read, he learns the oral-aural aspect of language,
17
speech, in which he relates aural-oral symbols to parts of
his environment about which he wishes to communicate. This
procedure is usual for most hard-of-hearing who acquire
language prior to their: hearing loss.
However, the hard-of-hearing still differ signifi-
cantly from the hearing in speech-sound discrimination,
according to a study by Lichtenburg. He investigated the
speech-sound discrimination on consonants and vowels of
three groups of elementary school children, normal hearing,
normal hearing with speech problems, and hard-of-hearing,
totalling 60 from schools in Prince County, Maryland, in
order to determine if there would be a difference in the
discrimination acores if there were a time separation be-
tween the two trials, and to compare the speech sound
disc~imination of two groups of hard-of-hearing subjects,
one with auditory training, and one without auditory"
training. The test material consisted of 20 taped sentences
for vowels and 50 taped sentences for consonants, each con-
taining paired words which were nearly homophonies. The
auditory training consisted of 30 fifteen minute sessions
for the control group and 80 fifteen minute sessions for
the experimental group. The results showed a significant
difference at the 2.5 level in vowel discrimination and a
significant difference at the .01 level for consonant dis-
crimination between the normally hearing subjects and the
hard-of-hearing subjects. The group of hard-of-hearing
subjects which 'received 80 auditory training sessions
showed change which was significant at, the .01 'level,
18
while no change appeared in the control group. Lichtenburg
suggested that these results were significant for appropriate
11school placement and for planning speech therapy.
In a discussion of language and perception related
to the deaf and hard-of-hearing, H~rrington points out the
difficulty inherent in speech sound discrimination for the
acoustically handicapped. According to him, the first
sounds to be acquired are those which are easily seen, and
easily eormed. Vowels are particularly easy, and plosives
such as h, p, q, k, t, or d require only the simple
muscular opening and closing of the speech mechanism to
release air. However, fricatives such as f, v, th, s
or sh are not only difficult to see, but are often inaudible
to the hard-of-hearing. This presents a problem not only in
acq~isition, but in, auditory pe~ception.12
Speech and sound discrimination and perception is
related definitely to reading instruction, but Frizna
points out that the auditory channel is not necessary for
reading. He discusses the role of auditory channels in the
education of deaf children in full. Since the auditory
system transmits information about both the immediate and
remote environment to the brain for interpretation, impairment
11,. S. Lichtenburg, "Comparison of Children's
Ability to Make Speech Sound Discrimina~ionslt, Volta Review,
68 (June, 1966}_426-434.
12D• A. Harrington, "Language and Perception", Volta
Revie\-l, '67 (March,' 1965) , 191-196.
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of the s3J'stem limits th~ size and quality of the environment
as perceived by the person. Not all hearing problems are
the same, but they a~e similar in that they produce two
major problems, reduced auditory sensitivity, and difficulty
in the discrimination of complex sounds. 13
Frizna goes on to discuss the application of this
auditory channel for the education of the deaf. He points
out that language is a system of conventionalized symbols,
acoustic or visual, intended to communicate thought. Neither
speech reading nor hearing alone transmit the full message
for the hearing handicapped. Frizna suggests that constant
use of an electronic' device realizes less than the optimum
potential of the residual hearing. One reason for this is
the limited application of knowledge of the auditory system;
others are limited familiarity with aids, limited knowledge
of advanced technology, and a resultant lack of experimenta-
tion, financial limitations, ~nd difficulty with dealing
effectively 'with varietal levels of interest and abilities of
significant people in a given child's life inside and outside
that academic day. The large role of auditory perception in
education makes early detection and remediation of losses
important as well as per"iodic reassessment of the auditory
system, since auditory needs change with development. The
13Robert Fi-izna, "Auditory Channels in the Education
of Deaf Childrentt~" American Anri;.als 2£:~ Deaf, III (Nov~mber,
1966), 633-636•.
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auditory channel is in use full time during the academic
day, and, while it may not be necessary in reading, it is
extremely ~portant in the development of certain language
skills, particularly those related to co~~unication.14
Communication skills and situations are also of
concern to the reading clinician or teacher who is involved
with the hard-of-hearing. Jones points out four guides for
teaching communication skills to the acoustically handicapped:
the development of language structure and of vocabulary
based on the child's personal and group experience and the
creation of situations for language not met in daily experi-
encej the expansion of understanding of language principles
and grammatical fo~s throughout the school years as the
class is ready for them, not leaving experience to chance;
use of devices such as the Fitzgerald Key for linguistic
construction; and continuing stress on the mastery of new
vocabulary, on verb forms, and idiomatic expressions. 15
Giolas and Wark studied communication problems as-
sociated with unilateral hearing losses to determine what
causes the difficulty and wha~ might' be done to :alleviate
problem situations. They interviewed 20 subjects with a
unilateral loss of 20dB or greater and one normal ear. They
concluded that such people are at a disadvantage in many
communication situations and that they feel that they lack
14Ibid., pp. 636-647.
15Kate-Helen Jones, "Communication Skills", Volta
Review, (February, 1961), 73.
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normal hearing for all practical purposes. Difficulty in
understanding speech and localizing auditory stimuli in both
quiet and no~sy situations was noted. In the quiet settings,
distance was the most common factor, and in the noisy situa-
tions, the noise itself was a problem. A personal factor
was the general negative feeling many ~coustically handicapped
persons have in a difficult listening situation. However,
it was also found that by moving to a more favorable position,
by asking fo~ repetitions, or by making optimal use of
visual cues by watching facial expressions, lip movements,
and gestures, the communication situation could be improved. 16
Reading.--There is little research bearing directly
upon the hearing handicapped retarded reader. Much of
what has been written pertains to methods and materials for
rea~ing instruction for the deaf. However, Jones, in his
discussion of communication skills, devotes much of his paper
to reading and the problems of the acoustically handicapped
in reading, interpretive skills in particular. He suggests
that the literal mindedness of most deaf children creates
difficulty in learning to read and that informative reading
is easier for them than reading for pleasure, concluding
that "Teaching deaf children that reading is an enjoyable
experience is a goal that is sometimes lost sight of because
of the great amount of time needed to teach them ~ to read. n17
16G• Giolas and D. J. Wark,"Communication Problems
Associated with Unilateral Hearing Loss", Journal of Speech
!ill!! I-'Iear~ing Disab;~J.. i.t~t, 32 (November, 1967), 336-342.
17Kate-Helen Jones, "Communication Skills", Volta
Review, (February, 1961), 76. (72-77)
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Hart discusses reading in relation to the
acoustically handicapped extensively in her book Teaching
Reading ~ Deaf Children. She states
The printed form represents the only medium of com-
munication in which the deaf person meets intact language
patterns in exactly the same form as anyone else. There-
fore reading wQuld seem to be a lifeline of communication
for the deaf.l~ ,
However, such is not the case, and the reasons discussed by
Hart are relevant to the hard-of-hearing as well. First,
reading is derived from the spoken language, and a deficiency
in the comprehension of aural symbols will be a disadvantage
in learning to read. Limited concepts, limited vocabulary,
and lack of facility in oral language19 are three other
problems which would be of concern to a remedial teacher
or clinician. Finally, in regard to remedial reading for
the~deaf, Hart states
A deaf child needs to master specific reading techniques
at the same time that he is acquiring language forms.
• • • The deaf child, lacking the normal oral repetition
the hearing child gets so casually, may need more
delibe~8te, planned practice in vocabulary or language
forms.
In view of the previously discussed findings of Youniss ~ ~,
the above statement seems relevant to the problem: of visual
versus conceptual recognition of words.
18Beatrice Ostern Hart, "Teaching Reading to the Hard
£! Hearin~, Alexander Graham Bell Association for the:oea~




Rudloff also discusses the hearing handicapped
retarded reader. He cautions that
• • • it is not uncommon to think of the hearing loss
as the 2rinciRal and perhaps only reason for the lack
of progress. ~iost certainly J.t cannot be denied that
deafness and the resulting limited experiences of the
deaf child are l.~:\jor factors which contribute to
reading 'difficulty. However, we must also conclude
other possible causes of reading retardation. 21
Rudloff does not deny the bearing a hearing loss may have
upon difficulty in reading, but he does refer to the various
22other possible causes as he makes suggestions for teachers.
r.lethods
During the 1960 l s, interest in new methods and renova-
tiona of old methods brought about new emphases in literature
on the natural or developmental language approach, the
eclectic approach, special orthographies, and the stimulus-
response approach. Since, for the deaf, language development
and reading instruction are combined, language development
must be considered concomittantly with reading.
Natural 2£ Developmental Language Approach.--The
natural language approach involves teaching .language and
reading according to the needs made evident by the child or
the group through practice in sentence structure and varia-
tiona. Krug attempted to develop' a means of teaching language
21,Joseph S. Rudloff, "The Hearing Handicapped Re-
tarded Reader", Volta Review, .68 (October,. 1966), 567.
22Ibid ••
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and reading through a color coding, visual method created
for preschoolers, ~ut applicable to remedial reading. His
purposes were to teach the syntactical meaning of words at
a simple level, to teach the deaf preschooler to read, and
to allow the child a means of expression without writing
which would permit maximal communication. The language
was to be structured in acceptable English related to the
children's needs and interests without referring to compli- ,
cated rules; the system was to be flexible, allowing the
incorporation of spontaneous language, and corroborating
the development of related language skills; it was to be
useful with any mode of interpersonal communication, making
no unrealistic demands upon the children; it should strengthen
existing methodology; and the system 'should be useful to
par~nts in the home.
Krug was guided by five sp~cific concepts: that
environment can be modified and controlled through the use
of language; that pupils can be controlled by others through
the use of language; that they should be able to read
simple sentences about daily classroom activities; that the
pupils should be able to construct simple sentences with
language blocks relating to needs and activities; and that
the pupils should be aware that use of the printed form is
not limited to the classroom. He also wished to develop
five sentence-structure concepts in the pupils: word
relationships; word interchange;" use of the negative verb
form; use of the question form; and use of tenses. The
25
materials consisted of real objects, toys, pictures, or
models for vocabulary development, and rectangular,
plastic-coated blocks of wood, color-coded to represent units
of language. 23 The result was an approach combining the
better qualities of linguistics with natural language.
Caldwell discusses the use of the natural language
approach during the readiness period, also suggesting prin-
ciples which could be used in remedial reading instruction.
He believes in an exp~riential approach, teaching organiza-
tion and thought through an experience, listing the procedure
and discussing the whys and hows before turning to sentence
organization and the formulation of questions. Vocabulary
is taught systematically as the need arises: nouns by
naming objects or labeling them and giving synonyms; pro-
nouns by hearing, seeing, and using personal pronouns; verbs
as a means of naming the happening by a do-and-talk method;
and modifiers and conjunctions as the occasion arises by
various games such as "Where are you?"_ Idioms and common
conversational phrases are also taught, as these create
difficulties when literally interpreted. Reference materials
are used as sources of word meanings and clarifications of
concepts. One interesting aspect of Caldwell's approach is
23Richard F. Krug, "Approach to Teaching Language to
Young Deaf Children", i~.merican J\nnals of the Deaf 110 (Novem-
ber, 1965), 591-597. . -- --- ----
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a school-home notebook for recording events at both places
for converBationa~ and reading reference. 24
Schmitt, in another discussion of the natural language
or language development approach, describes it as building
language into the child.. Vocabulary is built through words,
unitary phrases, and meanings, and syntax is taught as lan-
guage p.rinciples or generally accepted grammatical entities,
moving f~om word'order patterns, structural analysis, and
functional words through partitives, direct-indirect discourse;
and idiomatic expressions. The approach itself involved a
dual procedure., One procedure as ,described above, is gram-
matical, focussing attention upon the structural aspects of
language ~uch as parts of speech, syntax rules, and general
language inductively; the second, a natural language proce-
dure, takes the grammatical and adds to it meaning through
"
experience to develop a conceptual basis for language and
reading. 25
Eclectic Approach.--Many authors such as Betts,
Nila Banton Smith, or Durrell, consider an eclectic approach,
founded on a good basal reading program, as one of the better
methods for teaching reading. Among authorities in teaching
reading -to the deaf, this approach is questioned by Hart,
who states, "To the deaf cl'lild, even the vocabulary and the
24Elizabeth H. Caldwell, "Some Advent.ures in Lan-
guage Development", Volta iteview,63 (February, 1961), 60-64.
25philip J. Schmitt, "Language Instruction for the
Deaf n , Vol,ta Re~.riew, 68 (January,' 1966), 85-105.
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language of the basal reader are difficult. Therefore,
there isn't any great advantage in using a basal reader
unless it contains high interest value.,,26
Stafford agrees with liart abc>utthe basal reader,
claiming that it· involves drudgery for both teacher and
pupil and builds frustration by progressing too slowly for
some and being too difficult .for others. He suggests the
use of charts derived from the basal reader for instruction,
and reserves the basal itself for individual work in reading,
during which he encourages oral reading for the benefit of
kinesthetically absorbing words, sentence patterns, and
their meaning. 27
Kent di&cU8S0S the val"e of "sing the eclectic ~p.
proach with the deaf. He considers that the deaf need a
firm base in phonetic' analysis of words if the word is to
have meaning, and that word recognition should be stressed
with the first reader. However, he also suggests charting
stories, making displays, and providing first-hand experience
to aid the development of concepts and meanings. A second
approach discussed by Kent is the individualized approach.
He suggests that this .is more suitable for the deaf since it
provides more reading at a suitable level for the individual.
26Beatrice O. Hart, Teaching Reading ~~ £h!!-
dren, p. 10.
27Charlotte Stafford, IIReading for Deaf Children,"
American Annals 2!~~, III (March, 1966), 463-466.
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This lessens frustration and emotional problems associated
with reading and provides for individual effort, interest,
and home pa~ticipation. The use of cards to list the charac-
ters, adjectives to describe them, and a few facts about the
28
story provides practice with language.
The use of the eclectic method with junior high
school hearing handicapped students is discussed by Foy. Two
principles which he stresses are detailed individual attention
in word attack to help in the pronunciation and attack of
strange words, and the continuatio~ of phonetic analysis
with the use of contextual clues, structural analY$is,pic~
t"res, and dictionary skill.. Foy also suggests the use of
study que.tiona and of li&t6 of unfamiliar word. and phra••8
to aid in pronunciation, the use of multiple meanings, and
idi9matic expressions. 29
Finally, a linguistic approach is discussed by Sister
Marie Suzanne Buckler, CSJ. Her approach is based on an
analysis of the language involving seven verb phrases which
are gradually combined ,into more complex language. As
these patterns are taught, the pupils learn how language
works and develop fluency and naturalness in the various
28Alice Kent and others, "To Each His Own in Reading,"
in "Efficient Reading for the Deaf," Volta Review, 64, (Sep-
tember, 1962), pp. 379-393.
29Robert Foy, "Teaching Reading to Hearing Impaired
Junior High School Pupils", Volta Review, 68 (April, 1966),
pp. 315-316.
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aspects of the language arts. 30
Stimulus~ResponseAEproach.--The stimulus-response
approach has been of special interest to instructors of the
hearing handicapped during the last decade. Its character-
istics seem well suited to the needs of students who are
visually oriented.
Streng discuBse:S the applicability of stimulus-
respon~e to deaf education. She begins with the assump-
tiona that verbal behavior is subject to the same principles
as any other learned behavior; that more effective instruc-
tional techniques, than are used at present can be employed
in language instruction through the application of principles
of learning; and that concepts and principles involved in
any new methodology must be developed inductively from ob-
serv~~ion.unless the possibility of generalizations permit
a deductive approach. Streng points out the similarity be-
tween psycholinguistic theory and stimulus-response theory.
Both, according to her, consider learning as a process which
takes place through trial and error, and conditioning by
reinforcement of responses. An important point made is that
while the hearing child over-learns oral language before
beginning to read, the deaf child must simultaneously learn
oral and written language from the beginning of his formal
educatiqn. The teacher, therefore is an essential factor
30Sister Harie Suzanne Buckler, CSJ, "Expanding
Language through Patterning", Vol.ta Review, 70 (February,
1968), 89-96.
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in stimulus-response instruction since he must extinguish
inappropriate responses and strengthen appropriate ones. 31
Another problem which arises is that, while some
deaf children discover the function of language structures
and transfer the knowledge to new situations, many never
make this discovery because they have neither clear concepts
) .
of the operation of language nor th~ opportunity for enough
practice to make their use of language automatic. Streng
notes that the teacher attempts to establish a specific
repertory of oral or written verbal responses through a
highly specialized process of response which requires that
the pupil know his response is correct. This combination
of instant feedback and provision of overlearning is stressed
in the stimulus-response approach. However, Streng cautions
tha~ language as a social behavior must be related to the
child's experience, which provides a basis for language
· d f th b d · f· ... · 32mean1ng an or e roa er mean1ng 0 commun1ca~1on.
Birch and Stuckless made three studies of the use of
programmed instrt.lction in written language for deaf children.
The first was a pilot study done at the University of Pittsburgh
to determine whether written vocabulary could be established
through stimulus-response methods, 'and to determine the most
appropriate response mode. \Yhen positive results were
31Alice Streng, "The Applicability of Individualized
Programmed Instruction in tl1.e Education of Deaf Children",




obtained from this, the au~hors proceded to the second
study, a comparison of programmed and conventional instruc-
tion involving 99 children from 13 classes in 6 schools. The
program was linear in aspect; with vanishing cues intended
to test the students' ability to write full descriptive
sente~lces correctly, using language principles from the pro..
gram COI~ t.ent.
Each class was divideu into two sections to compose
an experimental group of 52 students and a control group of
47 students. The instruction was continued for 20 school
days, and the pupils were tested at the end. It,was found
that the experimental group arrived at the same level of
achievement as the control group in less than half the time.
The difference between the two groups was significant at the
.01 level. Full sentence responses were found to be excellent
when the object was to-teach grammatical construction, and
the 10 year old deaf pupils were found to be capable of self-
correction. The vocabulary was transferred to the vernacular,
although some verbs were still used incorrectly.33
The third study concerned programmed instruction and
the correction of the written language of deaf adolescents,
and was to determine if stimulus-response methods of teaching
33Jack W. Birch and E. Ross Stuckless, "Programmed
Instruction in l'lritt'en Language for Deaf Children", Exceptional
Children, 30 (March, 1964), 296-303. ,-
32
grammar to" pupils would avoid errors resulting from rote
learning, and whether increased practice in inhibited skills
and repeated presentations would reduce errors. The pupils
involved were from'seven residential and two day schools
which employed th~ Fitzgerald system. The two experimental
groups consisted of 57 students, 24 male and 23 female, with
a mean age of 10.3 and a mean IQ of 95.8, and 52 students,
29 male and 23 female, with a mean age of 10-3 and a mean IQ
of 95.4. The control group consisted of 105 students.
Experimental group I received two different programs each
week for five weeks, based upon composition errors, the
principles of which had not previously been studied, with
conventional language instruction.
Experimental group II received two programs a week
for ~ix months based on the first two errors in their
weekly compositions with conventional language instruction,
and the control group received conventional language instruc-
tion only. It was found that between experimen~a1 group I
and the control. group, there was no significant difference.
Experimental group I was· superior to experimental group II
on oomposite scores. However, bet~een ex?erimental group II
and the control group, there was a significant difference
favoring the control group. Birch and Stuckless concluded
that programmed instruction is a feasible, efficient approach
and that the grammar of deaf adolescents is amenable with a
repeated program, altl~oughlanguagewas taught more efficiently
to the younger deaf than to the adolescents, whose errors
33
resisted extinction. T;13 'uu-thors also found that programmed
instruction is most useful as a supplement to conventional
insbruction and that teachers were receptive to it as a
. beneficial adjunct to instruction. 34
Sister James Lorene, CSJ, also discusses the use
of the stimulus-response approach in language development.
She uses the approach to teach categorization and the associ-
ation of parts with slides which list categories horizontally
and their components vertically. In smamary, the principles
she uses are that new learning is vertical and its associa-
tiona horizontal; that receptive expressive language should
be used; that all vocabulary be useful; that the teacher be
aware of the difficulty of phonating certain words; that
rote learning is of little value; and that tests should
asce~tain the degree of language competency. Sister also
points out that this is only one out of many methods. 35
Materials
Research involving materials has been closely inte-
grated with methodology. However, there has been concern
with appropriate testing instruments and with the development
of special instructional materials for the deaf. Also, recent
innovations in audio-~isual aids have provided materials
34~., pp. 299-303.
35Sister James Lorene, CSJ, "Developing Language
Through Vertical Learning and Horizontal Association, Volta
Review, 67 (March", 1965), 201-207.
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for classroom use, and there has been conce~n with the
role of the library in deaf education.
Tests.--There has been concern with appropriate
psychological tests for the hearing handicapped, intelligence
tests, and with reading test norms during the last decade.
Vernon and Brown composed a guide to psychological
tests and testing procedures for use with deaf and hard-of-
hearing children, making suggestions for choosing proper
tests, and comparing com~only used instruments and their
validity for use with the hearing handicapped. 36
They put forth seven considerations for intelligence
testing: (1) ~n intelligence test for the hearing handi-
capped must be non-verbal to adequately indicate their
potential; (2) scores on preschool and early school deaf and
the·hard-of-hearing tend to be extremely unreliable; (3) there
is far more danger that a low score is wrong than that a
high one is inaccurate; (4) inte~ligence tests given to the
deaf or the hard-of-hearing are subject to greater error
when given by those not experienced with the hearing handi-
capped than when they are given by someone who is familiar
with the problems of the deaf; (5) the performance scale
is only half or less of the tests, and to approach the
validity of a full test, two should be given; (6) timed tests
used with the deaf or the hard-of-hearing are not as valid
3('\ • d:1cCoy Vernon and Donald \i. Bro\\~, nGu~ e to Psycho-
logical Test and Testing Procedures in ~he Evaluation of
Deaf and Hard-of.;"o,lIearing Cllildren it , Jpui:'nal oaf ~oeecll ~
!:Iearir~ EH:t:mrders, 29 (NoveUlber, 196.}) J 415, 41S'".
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as those which do not stress tiue; ~nd (7) group testing of
the deaf or the hard-of-hearing is highly questionable and
of use only as a gross screening procedure. Suggested
tests are the Wecl~sler P~~rformance ?C~ fo~~ Children, the
Wechsler Performance Scale !2£ Adults, the Leiter International
Performan~~ Scale, the RandalIa Island Performance Test,
and Raven's Progressive Matrices. The Wechsler scales are
considered the best tests for use with the hearing handi-
capped. However, Raven's ~ro5ressive Matrices provide good
substantiation of another, more comprehensive test, and the
Randall's Island Performance Test is excellent with pre~
--~ ...-~ ~
schoolers. The Leiter International Performance Scale pre~
.'. ,. . 4t '.",'._ .' q
sents a problem in interpretation of scores since the absolute
normal score is 95 instead of 100, as on other tests, but it
is cDnsidered good for evaluation of disturbed deaf children.
Other tests considered by Vernon and Brown are the Chicago
Non-Verbal Examination, the Goodenough Draw-a-Man ~, the
Grace Arthur Performance Scale, the Merrill Palmer S~ 2!
Mental Tests, the Nebraska~ of Learning A'btitud'~1 and
the Ontario School Ability Examination. 37
Vernon and Brown also make suggestions of test
batteries to screen for brain injury and to determine the
potential of school-age deaf and hard-of-hearing subjects.
The Bender-Gestalt test and the Wechsler performance scales
37Ibid", 419.
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are considered good as are Graham and Kendall's Memory'for
Designs ~, the Ellis Visual Designs ~, and the Strauss-
'~erner Marble Board~. The Rorschach Test has dubious
value. Batteries on four levels are suggested for deter-
mining potential. For preschoolers, the Leiter International
Performance Scales, the Merrill-Palmer Scale of Mental Tests,
and the Randall Island Performance Tests are suggested. The
Leiter Scale, the ~lechsler Performance Scale !2£ ~:lildrenz
the Nebraska~ 2! Learning Aptitude, the Ontario~ 2!
School Abilitl, the Goodenough Draw-a-l,tIan ~, Raven 1 s
Progressive Matrices, and the Bender-Gestalt Human Figure
~ are suggested for those, from beginning school age
through nine years. For ages nine through fifteen, five
tests are suggested: the Wechsler Perf':Jrn1ance Scale !2L
Children, the Progressive Matrices, the Chicago Non-Verbal
Test, the Leiter Scale, and the Bender-Gestait Human Figure
~. The '\'echsler Adult Perform~:lnce Scale, the Progressive
Matrices, the Bender-Gestalt H~~an Figure ~,'andthe
Stanford-Binet Memor~~ Designs test are suggested. 38
Doehring criticized Vernon and Brown, questioning
the validity of a non-verbal scale. He emphasizes the point
that a non-verbal IQ must not be interpreted uncritically
and Buggests the need to develop new procedures to assess
the verbal aptitu~es of deaf children. However, Vernon and
Brown point out in a simultaneous note that empirical data





a single IQ score is never used as the sole criterion of a
child's aptitude. 39
The choice of an adequate intelligence test to be
used with hearing handicapped children presents a problem
because of their lowe~ed verbal efficiency. Goetzinger
~ ~ set up a study to explore the test-retest value with
the deaf of three intelligence tests: the Chica.~ Non-Verbal
Examination., Raven ~...l ~tancla:c-d Progres:si~le Mat:r'ices, and the
Non-Language Multi-Mental~. The authors note that with
the few norms established for the deaf, there are four tests,
the ?i.ntner Non-La.n,euage ~, the Dir;it-S\rmbol, Syp.bol-Digit
Test, the Porteus ~, and ·Raven' s Progressive !lIfatrices on
which there is two to three years retardation dependent upon
the test; and there are three, the Chica~o Non-Verbal ~,
the·Grace Arthur~, and the Wechsle~ scales, on which there
is no retardation. This raised a question about test-retest
values. The subjects in the study consisted of 96 children
in the intermediate department of a state school for the
deaf, each of whom was administered three non~language tests~
in question. The subj¢cts were retested three and a half
months later. The results showed a sigLificantly greater
increase in the IQ for the Chicago ~nd Multi-Me~'~al tests than
for the Progressive Matrices, although they showed a significant
?~1
.;; /D(Jr"ald (;. ::(~er,;,r:~n.g, it G:J.icle to PS::fch'J:~
ncr Tz:stir:,g l:>roceiures '~:-;·e E,r~~:'uat·,ion 0f Le.:..r
IIearing Children il , Reply .".,r:i'j~-l Raj )ind~~~)i Jou=,rl:~]_\J:~.~
and ~earing Disorders, 30, (Aug~st, 1965), ~99=ioI7
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increase on the raw scores for the Progressive Matrices.
The test-retest reliability coefficients were s~lilar in
magnitude to those reported by test makers for the normally
hearing standardization subjects, mean age 18! months, on
the Progressive Matrices and on the Multi-Mental tests.
The authors postulated that lack of experience was the
reason for the difference, with the assumption that reading
achievement for the deaf is an index of language abilities. 40
A second study done within the last decade concerns
WIse psychometric patterns among deaf children. Lavros
points out that there has been much literature containing
reports of quotients and ~elated statistics from the WISe
as given to different samples of deaf children, yet none
show the results on the subtests or ~nalyze ~he effective-
ness of the scale in terms of the educational adjustments
of the children. His purpose in the study was to examine
subtest patterns among deaf children. The sample consisted
of 59 twelve-year-old i deaf pupils with a mean mental age of
12.4 and a loss of 65dB or more in the 500-2000 frequency
range. The WISe was admir.istered by one exa.niner who was
familiar with the children, and the subtests used were
picture cOffi~letion, picture arrangement, block design,
object assembly, coding, and mazes. The Stanford Achievement
40C'o-~el':us u ''''''o~..L.z..:·...,.tTOr pr .,::-,,~.J._ C w..;" Is and Lynn... 11.... .iA. AI.. \..:.1 \;:; 'v ...... f ... {:::It~ , ",..... vA tv • .....~A.. ,
c. De~{l<er'; Hl\G·n-~angua:~e IQ r·_.j,v,O; ~tJs~d \~li"th Deaf Pupils",
VoJ.'tz ~e,!, 69, (C\;to'~)el"', :.)67), 500-506.
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~ and :Ao~.':"e-Thorn(-.il«~ l!c··-:.-Verbal InteJ~l:'r{ence Scale were
also administcred. 41
Lavros ~eported ten major findings:
1. that the group means did not deviate from their
theoretical:expectations except for a statisti-~
cally insignificant deviation in object assembly.
2. that individuals did not deviate from their own
mean scaled score, ?roducing a flat profile.
3. that all intratest coefficients except coding
were lower than those obtained for the hearing
standardization subjects closest in age.
4. that of all six \~ISC subtests, coding is most
closely related to t:1.e sUill.lof the remaining five.
5. that apart from coding, the intratest coefficients
have nearly the same order from highest to lowest
among the deaf as they do among the stanrlardi-
zation subjects.
6. that as an aspect of general learning capac," t:.
the coefficient of correlation between the WISe
quotient and that of an abstract non-verbal
intelligence test was approximately the same as
that obtained when pairs of performance tests
were correlated.
7. that b:ock design among the 'vISe subtests corre-
..
la~es as well with the Lorge-Thorndike as it
41George Lavros, IT\''lISC Psychomet.ric. :3",'tterns Among
Deaf Children" J \'()1~a RC;-';liel":, (l~over:lberJ 1962), 547-552.
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does with the WISe quotient.
8. tha~ when the WISe was studied for specific
classroom subjects, all the mean quotients and
subtes~ scores in the thirteen differentials
between those below and above the mean in
paragraph meaning, and arithmetic comprehension
were statistically significant in favor of those
above tl1.e mean.
9. that in bo~h arithmetic comprehension and para-
graph ~eaning, coding and block design were
strongest in differentiation.
10. that since quotients are sometimes prorated and
prognoses are outlined on the basis of some of
the subtest of the WISe, the position of coding
an4 block design as sensitive indicators of the
total WISe outcome and of its relationship to
general abstract intelligence and specific
achievement should be noted. 42
Little has been done with reading test per ~ during
the last decade. However, two studies concerned with
reading test norms have been made.
Wrightstone ~ ~ attempted to develop reading test
norms for deaf children, on the MetroEolitan Achievement Tests,
Test 2, Reading. The norming population consisted of 5, 307
pupils in 73 special schools O~ classes in the United States
41
and Canada who took the test in 1959. Their chronological
ages ranged from 10! years to 16! years, 47.7% were female, A
and 52.5% we~e male. The mean hearing loss in the better
ear was 84dB. The percentile ranks were differentiated
with respect to age in order to maintain the rel~tive
status, and to obtain standard reading ratings, the raw
scores were converted to a nine point standard score system
with a median of five and a standard deviation of two. The
author's recommend .."r.e llse of both. In using the tests
results, the atlthors m~de their evalua-'.;;ions in terms of
individual characte~istics and of the characteristics
of the measures obtained. The standard deviation on the
Kudeer-Richardson reliability coefficient and related data
was found to be three standard deviation points. There were
dif£erences found in the study for children grouped by age
according to the degree of hearing 1055. 43
The second study was done by Furth with the purpose
of comparing the scores obtained by the deaf subjects in the
Wrightstone ~ a~ study discussed above with scores of
hearing subjects. He took the silent reading achievement
scores of the deaf s~bjects and compared them to the grade
equivalent of the hearing Ji:~O~S' using grade 4- 9 as the cut-
off point between those with func~ional ability-and those who
cannot be said to know written la~guage. The results showed
that when hearing norms are used, the percentage of those
42
attaining a functional score is conside~ably lovered. In
the six one year age levels rangin~ fr~m IO! years to 16!
years, the percentage scoring at 4.9 or better were respec-
tively 1, 2, 6, 7, 10, and 12. Fur~h concluded that this
provides as valid an estimate as one could want as to the
present proportion of deaf pupils who reach a functional
level of linguistic competence, and that reading instru-
ments presuppose linguistic competence which the deaf do
not possess, so that their low reading level does not in-
dicate reading deficiency, but linguistic incompetence. 44
Readin~ Instrllction. --Reading and language arts
are mingled in in~tructional materials for-the deaf, but
since the reading and liGguistic problems of the deaf and
those of the hard-of-hearing are often similar, the materials
may ~e considered applicable to the hard-of-hearing.
The natural or developmental language approach is
most commonly used among instructors of the deaf. 'vooden
discusses the Thompson technique of instruction. He notes
first that normally hearing children learn both concrete and
abstract concepts from concrete situations and that the deaf
may learn likewise, but have problems with language in the
area of irregular constructions, non-phonetic spelling,
idiomatic expressions, metaphors, and multiple meanings as
well as types of words. The Thompson materials consist of
441"T G ~ ~ h l'e · f R . • m t Nrtans • ur~j, , ompar1son 0 ead1ng les orms
fo r Deaf and I-Iearing Chi1:clren,n American Annals of _-cIle Deaf,
Ill. (March, 1966), 461-462.
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profusely illustrated mimeograp~ed booklets in which concrete
situations illustrate not only concrete concepts but the
meaning of words with abstract or subtle meanings. A meaning-
ful activity is connected \aJith eacll lesson, ar.,d opportunity
for individual work or for repetition is provided. Wooden
makes five suggestions regarding this material: that a
better vocabulary in which each word is introduced in one
concept at a time is necessary; that there be greater empha-
sis on the development of structure words; that there be
dramatization or illustration of the language at the time
of presentation; that captioned sound films, slides, and
teaching machines be developed to facilitate the learning
task, and that the significance, development and use of the
child's inner language be determined in all aspects. 45
Elliott has developed a set of color coded blocks
for instruction in language patterns and sentence structure.
These are very definitive in aspect. All the parts of speech
are represented with the~r various functions. Nouns are
divided into cO~uon (dark blue)) proper (light blue), and
objective case (dark orange); verbs are divided into intransi-
tive (dark re~), tra~sitive (red-orange), and copulative
(coral); and adjectives are divided into' descriptive (yellow),
color (chartr"euse), and nLUnoer (green). Other· categori'es
include articles and punctuation, nominative pronouns,
44
conjunctions, possessive pronoun~, ob~ec~ive pronouns,
adverbs, and .prepositions. Words which are s~milar in
function are represented by similar colors. Linguistic
patterns may be emphasized an~ sentence patterns repeated
without loss of interest. 46
Similar materials have been developed for verbs by
Sister Mary Therese, SSND. These consist of a pack of
fifty cards, each picturing a verb and its action. First,
the verb is introduced in ari informal situation, then one
picture is selected, and the printed forrr. of the chosen
verb is presented with it for discussion. The verb is
dramatized, and other pictures, some with common elements,
other with "jokers", are presented. Finally, the pupil
reads directions using the verb. 47
Reid discussed verb materials which are slightly
different in aspect. The Rocky Mountain Special Education
Instructional Materials Center, situated at the Colorado
State College, campus in Greely, responded to teachers'
requests for.large, stimuli-free, proportionately sound
materials depicting action verbs for instruction. The center
developed a Deaf Education Package consisting of flip books,
a 16mm film loop and individual projector, a picture wheel,
and a tag board test. The flip books are three-by-three
4SShirley S. Elliott, lIStructural Language Blocks",
Vc~Lta Re'/:,.c-;~,,!.) 66 (Sel~·t,;2rG.0~r, 196Jo.1.), 526-531.
47Sister Mary Therese, SSND, ":-rl1ustrated Verbs",
yolta Revie"J, 66 (:"~ay, 1.964), 272-27Lt •
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inch sheets showing a figure in developmental action and
stapled together so that as they are flipped, the pupil
sees a particular ac~ion occur. ' The 16mm film loop illus-
trates a single printed phrase in which the action verb
pictured is underlined while the action is carried out,
and the picture wheel presents variations of the action.
The tagboard test presents four pictures sho~ing various
verbs from which the ?upil is to choose the correc~ one.
F~rther research is being done with this material. 48
Miller has discussed cur~ent practices in language
instruction which might be considered as material for the
eclectic approach. The Wing symbols ~re used for teaching
grammatical construction, and are placed over a word, phrase,
or clause to demonstrate the form, function, or part of
1 2 --v' ---0
speech used, as in this sentence: Mary's mother gave John
adj 0 ----- 4
a piece of birthday cake. They may be used to indicate a
possessive (1), subject (2), v~rb (~), adjective (adj),
indirect object (--0), object (0), or prepositional phrase
(-----4). A second means of demonstrating structure is the
Barry Five Slate, used with lower grades. consists of
five colwnns into which subject, verb, ob;j,.>c':c prepositioiA,
and when may be inserted. This, however, tends to produce
rigid sentence structure. The Fitzgerald Key has columns
similar to the Barry Five' Slate, presenting the categories
4 8"villiam R. Reid, 11 Action Verb Materials Developed
for De;-.,Z C[-~ild.rer~H J E:;:ci:;;p<:rional Cl"ildr~3n, 34 (November, 1967),
203-205~
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WllO, what, how many, ,..There, wha-c ''las or is done, and
combining them with symbols simi:ar to the Wing symbols.
49Diagran"L'11i:'1g is also menticr~ed, ,,"ith, the natural method.
Northcott discussed the implications of Head Start
for the deaf. He points out tha~ the children involved in
Head Start often function as hearing-impaired children,
characterized by immature linguistic patterns, poor auciitory
and visual discrimination, lack of motivation, a poor self-
image, and lowered scholastic achievement. He points out the
need for. parent involvement ir... ol"'der to motivate the child
to relate to and respond to his environment and to use his
residual hearing in order to stimulate linguis~ic growth,
social and emotional stability and general intellectual
attainment. Head Start also il'lvolves those ages mos't
cr£tical to language development. It provides exploratory
and creative experiences; richness of variety in child-
directed adult language; use of abstract concepts, syntax
above the child's level of expression, and colloquial
expressions; and provides training in seeing relationships
and processing information in a logi'cal ,sequence. Instruc-
tion which shares the varied and exciting aspects of daily
life, uses supplementary materials, expects the class not
only to read for information but to form opinions, express
attitudes, and make judgments, and attends to the logic of
49June Miller, "Pract.ices in Language Inst.ruction ll ,
Exceptional Children, 30 (April, 1964), 355-358.
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thought as well as semantics is provided. All of this is
essential in language instruction for the deaf. 50
There has been little if any work done with basal
readers for the deaf, although various workbooks and
similar materials are me~tioned as useful for teaching reading
to deaf children by Hart. Newspapers and magazines suggested
by Hart are ~1X 'veekl:'l Reader---Surorise, editions one, three,
and six, Scholastic Magazine's~ Pilot, New~ Ranger, ~
Tr3ils, Nc,vs EXElorer, ~nd ~~, and Reader's Digest,
Re~':l..2ing Sl,ills Builder. For source of exercise work,
v, Yl, Tlpes ~, ~, £, and~ and three workbooks published
by Vlebster Publishing Company, [x'imer Seatwc~~, First
Reade!" Seat'iorl<:, and ~,~ Pr~:: ~tice Readers, Books !::., ]2., f..
Workbooks suggested by Hart are ~other Hubbard, # 1, # 2,
published by E. M. Hale and Co., Learning Letter Sounds,
published by Houghton, Mifflin, and Co., Phonics ~~,
books A through' F, published by Lyons and Carnahan, and the
Diagnostic Readin& Workbook Series published by Charles E.
Merrill, Co •• 51 These are materials common to remedial
reading classe,s.
50\vinifred Nies Northcott, I1Head Start Programs,
Implications for Deaf Childrenu , Vol.Jc.s.· R.~;~v:iew, 70 (February,
1968), 106-113.
51 Beatrice Ostern Hart, Teachin~ Reading !2~ Deaf,
p. 131-132.
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Little concern with special orthographies has been
expressed among teachers and researchers involved with the
acoustically handicapped. Because no research is available
on it, writers must content themselves with discussions of
the possible advantages and limitations.
Withrow compares the Augmented Roman Alphabet with
the Northhampton charts, a phonetic scale commonly used with
the deaf. He notes that between the everyday orthography and
phonetic scale of the Northhamptoncharts and the Interna-
tional Phonetic Alphabet, ,the chief advantages are consis-
tency, few symbols, and the similarity to conventional ortho-
graphy. Another advantage is that the pupil would be able
to read and write anything he already knows. However, he also
points out that the success of the phonetic alphabet is
dependept upon a wide vocabulary, and since the vocabulary of
a deaf child is limited, this would be a drawback. Also,
the acoustically handicapped tend to be visualists, and since
a phonetic alphabet is based on so~nd, this would be yet an-
other difficulty. Withrow concludes that there is not enough
material available to determine·the usefulness of the Augmen-
ted Roman Alphabet. 52
Duffy discusses the use of the initial teaching alpha-
bet which is in use at the Oldham School for the Deaf in Old-
ham, EnGland for reading instruction. He discusses Sir James
5~argaret s. Withrow, "A~gmented Roman A:phabet:
Can It Be Used for Teaching the Deaf?", Volts Review, 66
(September, 1964), 540-543.
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Peltham's views extensively, pointing out that the linguis-
tically deprived should benefit from a linguistic exercise
\:~~11ich confirms and teaches siinultaneously. Duffy points
out that with one sound per sJ~bol, the pupil can write, say,
and articulate individual sounds so that read~ng, writing,
and speaking develop simultaneously with language concepts. 53
Programmed instruction and computer education roused
much interest and discussion during the last ten years. Rush
experimented with programmed material for written language
skills by attempting to train short-term memory through
vi_sually present'ed progranuned materials. She hypothesized
that (1) misuse or omission of function words might be due
to the deaf pupil's inability to sustain memory traces for
-meaningless words; (2) systematic control of visual stimuli
should result in more immediate recall; (3) systematic
practice in the recall of functional words in context with
words which have lexical meanings should produce correc~
syntactical language, and (4) a Self-administered program
w~ich controlled the visual stimuli ~nd assured correct re-
call of small units of visual symbols should terminate in
the production of complete meaningful sentences with all
the functional words intact and in proper syn~ax.
The sample consisted of 38 deaf children, age 11 to
17 years, with a mean IQ of 82, from a state school for the
- tl"0,
J"Jol1n K. Duffy, nITA and the r-Ieari~g Impaired Child",
Volta Re',:~~>i=:WJ 68 (February, 1966), 150-153.
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deaf. The materials were 29 frames with 66 pictures
divided into five sections, worksheets, and cards t
o match.
The written task increased until the subjects were
writing
complete sentences in ?roper syntax. A pretest and
a post-
test were given, with the mean scores at 49.5 and 60.5
respectively. The subjects were checked for retent
ion two
and four weeks later, with mean retention scores of
59.6
and 59.2 respectively. Rush concluded that visual memory
training for small units of meaningful language wa
s help-
ful to the deaf child i~ remembering language patte
rns,
that programmed instruction is one medium through w
hich
meaningful units can be visually presented, controlled and
extended, and that through reinforcement, t~e learner can
be trained to recall longer and longer units of sen
tence
patterns.- She also suggested that there were impl
ications
for the wider application of programmed techniques
in teaching
written language skills to the deaf and to other h
andicapped
people. 54
Another experiment done by Rush concerned programm
ed
instruction and directions. Rush cow~ents that the
deaf child
must acquire the language involved in directions w
ith special
effort. Since such language is not familiar to him
, he had
difficulty distinguishing directions from content.
She
therefore surveyed current texts, workbooks, and st
andardized
54Mary Lou ~sh, "Use of Visual Memory in Teaching
'1rit~en Language Skills to Deaf Children
tt , Journal 2f Speech
~ Hearing Disabilitl, 31 (August, 1966), 219-226.
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tests on all grade levels for needed concep~s, devising a
test from them, and using the results to develpp a program
of instruc~ion. Rush's sample consisted of 57 deaf children
in seven classes, grades four through seven, five of which
were in residential schools, and two of which were in day
school. Their ages ranged from 10-10 to 18-9, and their
reading achievement ranged from 2.1 to 5.1.
The entire sample was administered a pretest, on
which the mean was 46.5, and a post-test on which the mean
was 65.0, and a gain of 18.5 was made. To determine the
practice effect, a sub-group of 24 pupils took a retest
before the administration of the program. The mean for the
pretest was 53, for the retest was 58, and for the post-test
was 73, with a gain from retest to post-test of 15. The
control group of 33 pupils took no retest, and had a mean
of 42 on the pretest, a mean of 57 on the post-test, and a
gain of 15. The results showed the practice effect to be
significant at the .01 level, with a mean gain three times
that of the practice gains. Seventy-nine percent of the sub-
jects scored higher than the practice effect differential.
Younger children with lower reading score made more errors,
but the comparison was not statistically significant. Rush
concluded that programmed instruction in the language of
directions might be an effective and economical procedure
with elementary deaf students in need of it. 55
55I\';ary Lou Rush, nprogranuned Instruct:Lon for the
Langu~:1::(e o·t Direct:.ions H />.T:leric::. _~~.n:G.a~Ls; :C~}~ t~-Ae De.?,f 1t 109
(Se~te~ber, 1964), 356-35~~
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Sister James Lorene, CSJ, discusses the use of
slides to develop language skills through vertical and
horizontal associations. These are used to develop vocabu-
lary and categorization wit~ horizontal categories and
vertical parts, or to develop structural concepts, for in-
stance, presenting a verb and its object. She bases the
material on eight principles: (I) that new learning is
vertical; (2) that horizontal learning associates vertical
learning in new areas of vertical development; that
the language should be receptive and expressive; (4) that
vocabulary should be useful; (5) that the teacher should
be aware of the difficulty of phonating particular words;
(6) that rote learning is of little value; (7) that tests
should determine the degree of language competence achieved;
and'(8) that this is only one of many methods. 56
A slightly different aspect of programmed instruction,
compute~-assisted instruction, has been discussed by Rathe,
who considers it promising material. There are three ap-
proaches to CAl: drill and practice to augment class
learning; tutorial, in which the ,omputer takes over instruc-
tion; and dialogue, in which it is used for stimulation and
gaming exercises. The programs make the computer works, and
it is up to the coursewriter to establish a vocabulary close
56Sister James Lo'-' ,:~ne, CSJ, "Developing Language
throl.:.gll Vertical Lear41iJ.~,g ,;:,;::C: Horizontal Associations" I
Volt~ Review, 67. (March, 1965), 201-207.
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to the teacher's working idiom. Rathe notes that the pro-
gram's efficiency depends upon that of the educator. Specific
problems in deaf education involved ar that the drill and
practice is not effective unless the pupils already have
a background for it, and that the tutorial and dialogue
aspects of CAl present visual instruction, dealing effectively
with the problem of hearing. Rathe suggests that CAl has
potential for use with the deaf because it does not discrimi-
nate between the deaf and hearing and it individualizes in
response to ,the student's individual progress rather than
presenting an inflexible programmed sequence. 57
Beckmeyer experimented with programmed instruction
and remedial reading for the deaf. His objectives were to
determine whether programmed teaching materials not originally
intended for the deaf might be used to teach reading to a
group of deaf children retarded one or more years in reading
and to determine 'the validity ?f the stated grade level
achievement prerequisite for the use of the materials. The
subjects were ten pupils from Mill Neck Manor Lutheran
School for the Deaf, Long Island, and were divided into high
and low ability groups equated for chronological age and IQ.
They were administered the California Achievement~. The
materials were'three units of a linear type remedial reading
program, Phonetic ~nalysis I and !I, and Structural Analrsis,
57G• H. Rathe, Jr., llComputer-Assisted Instruction:
Promising Ne~ Tool for Teaching Deaf Students", .Volta Review,
70 (Se?tember, 19 8), 447~452.
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published by the Center for Programmed Instruction, New
York. The program was administered in the classroom by
teachers previously acquainted with the nature ,of the pro-
gram materials for thirty minutes a day. Pre- and post-
tests were given. Group A, the high reading ability group,
was found to be superior to group B, the low reading ability
group. Group A also found the material easier and learned
more from it. Beckmeyer concluded that the success of
group A indicates the possibility of use, of programmed
teaching materials with deaf pupils as long as ability and
achievement level is considered. 58 However, nothing was
done with the data from group B, and it would be interesting
to know what the pre-test and post-test results showed for
each group.
A special program, Project LIFE, was set up under the
directorship of Wooden to produce programmed material for
remedial reading instruction for hearing impaired children.
Wooden-and Willard introduced the program in the American
Annals 2i the~ as be~ng set up by a committee of repre-
sentatives from various organizations involved with the
hearing impaired, AGBND, CEASD, CAID, and CED, to investi-
gate the need for special materials, compile a list of those
materials already available, and to produce materials for and
~8
.) mheoc:?r·,....e -r:<·~cl.?'~c:-'Yre·· """".1 A ... •.../.. 1" \::;: 1..'-1 • i\ '-~ ,/ .:,.11. ,
structi~on to Re;~iedial
(Octobe~) 1963), 415-4l7.
TtApplication of Programmed In-
f~r the Deaftt, Volta Revie\4/" 65
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an audio-visual approach to language instruction for hearing
impaired children;59
Wooden discusses the program in f~ll in a later article.
A six point rationale has been developed for the program in
which recognition is made of the deaf child's retardation
in communication skills, of his need for language based on
experience, of the need for categorization of experience
on the basis of concept development rather than subject, of
the sequential nature of development; of the dependency of
vocabulary and language upon concept formation, and of the
fundamental nature of thinking skills. Past problems with
which these materials are intended to deal are dependency of
vision for communication while studying illustrations, and
difficulties with linguistic structure. The actual teaching
materials consist of a book presenting a series of pictures
illustrating sentences with specific concepts. The teaching
machine presents programmed language via print, speech-
-'
readiag, and aural presentations. Other materials include
filmstrip and movie projectors, a headphone equipped tape player,
and a notebook to record responses and progress. The movies
are intended to present a single concept such as proper verbal
labels for time or verb tenses, spatial relationsh~ps, and
various kinds of movement as well as to furnish background for
59Harley Z. Wooden and Lorna L. "lillard, "Project
LIFE, Language Improyement to Facilitate. Education.of Hearing
Impaired Chiidren", American Annals .f the Deaf 110, (November,
1965), 541-552~ -- --- ----
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the next lesson, language reinforcement, and reinforcement
of speechreading. The project itself has four objectives:
to catalog available audio-visual materials rich in poten-
tial for primary language instruction, to make the list
available to those in the profession, to recommenG to com-
merical producers additional it~ms needed and fin~lly, to
provide a program for language centered around cO:;icepts of
self, the physical environment, and social relationships.60
Audio-visual materials are essential in any up-to-
date program, and are particularly important in the instruction
of the acoustically handicapped. Stepp suggests the use of
motion pictures, filmstrips, and overhead projectors not
only as a focal point for visual study, but for study materials
for captioning, identification, and classification as well.
He points out that the filmstrip has become an essential
resource in most classrooms, but like the opaque projector,
requires a dark room. The overhead projector, on the other
hand, has a variety of uses, may be used in a lighted room,
and allowing the instructor to face the pupils. This is
essential for those who speech-read. It has the added ad-
vantage of allowing the addition of comments, lubeling,
development of sequential overlays, and progressive disclosure.
60Harley Z. 'dooden, "Auciio-Visual Approach to Language
Ir.structiorl of Cii.ildren with _Severe IIearing Impairments:'
Pl"-oject LIFE", l4t;bdj~o~'li,suall Instructi0i} 11.. (November, ~969),
712-74·6 •.
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An important innovation in audio-visual aids is ca
rtridge-
loaded equipment, which puts the experience into t
he students'
hands and provides mechanical media for individual
study.
Stepp points out that while programmed material pr
ovides speci-
ficity of purpose, logical structure and sequence,
and freedom
for the pupil to proceed at his own rate, they req
uire active
interaction from the learner for maximum effort.
Finally,
Stepp suggests that in providing optimal classroom
environments
for the acoustically handicapped, attention should
be given
to non-glare lighting, acoustical specifications,
the elimina-
tion of extraneou~ noise, and an amplification system.
61
Dixon, Chapman, and Welch discuss the use of audio
-
visual aids with hard-of-hearing children in the R
obert L.
~luel1er School special class in Chula Vista. A fl
oor micro-
phone is used to allow the children to hear the te
acher,
themselves, others, and environmental noises; and
a dual track
tape recorder is provided for imitation of the tea
cher's
speech' and comparison of the pupil's speech with it.
For
word and rhythm patterns, the Language Master is u
sed, which
consists of flash cards with a strip of tape acros
s the bottom
which present words and their usage. This gives t
he child
inflection and practice with context clues. The p
rimary
difficulty with this is that there is a shortage o
f vocabulary
61Robert E. Stepp, "Educational Media and Deaf Educa-




materials at the various levels of learning and that materials
are not coordinated with the curricullli~. Filmstrips are
presented on a daylight screen. These are used as preview
materials and are coordinated with the Weekll Reader. The
short strip viewer, an~individual slide viewer type of teaching
machine, allows the pupil to preview or review subject matter.
On field trips, a portable transistor tape recorder and a
polaroid camera are used to record sounds and pictures for
auditory training later. A phonograph and records are also
used with simultaneous presentations of pictures for audi-
foring training. Some records mentioned are Learnin& i2
Listen (JollnTracy, Brown), Songs f2.!: Children~ Special
Needs (Boroman Records), Estamae's ~Shop Album (Pueblo,
Colorado), Sounds Around~, (Scott Foresman), and \Vhat's
~·Name (Jean Utley). Other audio-visual aids used are the
tachitron, or personal tachistoscope, maps and globes, an
auditory training unit, a portable amplifier, and'individual
h · ·d 62earJ.ng aJ.. s.
The use of the overhead with the deaf is discussed
by Meier. Since interruption in eye contact with the deaf
interrupts the learning process, and problems of attention
span and discipline are even more crucial with deaf pupils
than with hearing pupils, he considers the overhead a good
62 .,'Carmen D~xon et al, "A-V Aids for Hard-of-Hearing
Children", Educai:,ional ~reen ~ ,P;.udio-Visual 'Guide, 43
(NovemDer, 1904), 042-643.
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unifying device. Meier suggests the revelation technique
and also teaming the overhead with flash cards, chalkboards,
d 1 - f·:' 1 · 63 Th 1 d-an rea 1a or max1mum earn1ng. omure a so 1scusses
the use of the overhead specifically in reading instruction
in the second grade. He makes nine suggestions for its
use: (1) use of the bouncing ball effect to develop correct
eye movement and rhythm; (2) elimination of the possibility
of getting the story from pictures alone; (3) drawing lines
and arrows on the page as it is read to show time sequences;
(4) addition of ''ling symbols; (5) writing the pronunciation
above a difficult word; (6) leaving new ~ocabulary and its
meanings projected on the screen for reference, (7) projec-
tion of discussion questions; (8) introduction of poetry;:
and (9) the projection of quick quizzes. 64
Finally, Cross discusses uses of television with
the deaf. It provides practice in speechreacing, but with-
out subtitles, is difficult to follow for entertainment.
Mention is made of a BBC series, ~D~ Children, which p+o-
vides captioned entertainment. Psychologically, it makes the
child feel more a part of his family, a part of his world, and
helps him become a more interested and interesting person.
As a teaching medium, it allows vicarious experience of various
life situations, showing gesture, facial ~xpressions, and
of?
.JHarold R. lvIeier, nUsing -the Overhead wit1'} the Deafn ,
The Instructor, 77 (March,.1968), 40-41.
64 ~F. E. Tnomu.re, "In South Dakota: New Potential
for Teacrli_ng Deaf Cr.ildren'~, i1.uc1io-~visucAl ;.Lr.struction 7 I
(April, 1962), 2l0-2l1.
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reacti0nf,. Syntax and vocabulary fo~ specific situations
is also developed. Closed circuit television is also good
for presentation of speech-reading lessons. 65
Libra?y materials are an integral part of a reading
program for the deaf. McMahan discusses the new role of
the library in deaf education. Sile envisions the library
as an educational media center providing print materials,
captioned motion pictures, filmstrips, slides, overhead and
opaque projectors and materials, teaching machine programs,
maps and globes, and demonstration materials. McMahon
suggests that the library should be a means of conveying
information in efficiell.t and meaningful ways to the students.
To further this purpose, she suggests that isolated carrels
with movie, filmstriPJ ta?e, or slide projectors be provided
for individual stu~y, and that packages of filmstrips,
transparencies, film cartridges, tapes, or maps and question
brochures on various subjects be provided for study.66
Cory makes similar suggestions in I1Report on Library
Programs in Schools for the Deaf ll • 67 She has also discussed
a library reading project for teenagers. This involves the
use of library books for reading instruction. Classics in
65B. G. Cross, "At ''lark and Play: Television in the
Lives of the Deaf and Hard-of-Hearingn , Volta Review, 69
(March, 1967), 203-207.
66Harie McHahon, "Educational l-Iedia Center--The
Library's New Lool<" 1 Ar:1er·~-~.c~cln J\nn~:lls ~ ~ ~', 112 (Novem-
ber, 1967), 708-709.
67patricia B. Cory, lIReport on Library Programs in
Schools for ~:~~11e Deaf", Am€:ri,·::.~.,I1 i\r:nals of __'0,., Deaf, 112 (Novem-
ber, 1967), 708-709.-
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adolescent literature are read and explanations written.
Archaic words are deleted and comp~ex sentence patterns are
simplified to provide contemporary literature on a reading
level cons,onant with tI1.e deaf adolescent 1 s reading skills.
Questions about setting, time, characters, ,style, and theme
are prepared, and the comments are compiled. The books are
chosen on the basis ,of appropriateness to the students'
interests and reading ability. The program provides guided
reading with the p~rpose of fostering self-sufficiency in
1 · d· 68.eJ.sure rea ~ng.
Su..-mnarr
Educators of the deaf have been particularly con-
eerned with updating methods and materials of language and
reading instruction based upon empirical data about the
development of acoustically handicapped students. Research
and discussions have reached into many areC;\s such as cogni-
tive development, natural language or developme~tal instruc-
tion, eclectic approaches, stimulus-response approaches,
tests, materials, and library facilities. However, there are
many areas in which discussion is rampant and research is
vague or non-existent.
68pat.ricia B. Cory, "Special Library Reading Project
for Teenagers", Volta Revie",", ,66 (February, 1964), 63..66.
CI-IAPTER III
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Literoture and research during the last decade has
explored the usefulness of several methods and of many types
of materials in teaching language arts and reading to the
deaf., Since the hard-of-hearing have language problems'
similar to those of the deaf, such methods and materials
would seem applicable to remedial reading instruction for
the hard-of-hearing.
pefinition 2! Terms
~-~-Hearing.--Thehard-of-hearing may be distin-
guished from the deaf by the use of three criteria: age at
which the loss occured; the amount of rehabilitation pos-
sible; and a quantitative evaluation.
1
If the loss occurs
after speech patterns have been established, no severe re-
tardation in speech or language development occurs, and
normal communicc,tion and educational development is possible. 2
If the impaired hearing can be raised to a functional level
by the use of a hearing aid or by surgery, the child cannot
lJohn O'Neill, ~~ of ?,~arinf!, (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 2.
2 T1 • d~l..O~ ••
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be considered truly deaf. 3 A quantitative evaluation
through the use of an audiometer distinguished not only be-
tween the hard-of-hearing and the deaf, but also among the
hard-of-hearing. This criterion uses the average loss of
hearing for pure tones within the speech range of 500 -
2000 cps, designating a loss of 20-4~dB as mild, of 40-60dB
as moderate, and of 6CdB or more as severe. A loss of 80dB
or more places the subject in the category of deaf. 4
Two Qther criteria for di~tinguishing among the
classes of hard-of-hearing which may be important to the
reading clinician in diagnosis and instruction are speech
reception and' speech discrimination. Speech reception is
the ability.to comprehend spoken words; speech discrimina-
tion is the ability to' distinguish phonemes and use them to
aid speech rec"eption. For a slight hearing los~s, the: speech
reception test results will be similar to the .pure-tone
test results, and will reflect the average loss for the better
ear. Speech discrimination within the normal hearing range
will be slightly lowered if noise is introduced. 5 For a
moderate loss, the speech reception' test results will also
agree with the pure-tone test results unless the audiometric
curve drops sharply, in which case, the results may be poorer
than the better ear. Speech discrimination will be slightly
3-<-~ •d f"'t1...OJ._ .• , p. ~.
40 I Nre'; r-..2~.•··~ p._ Hard-oJ;! _T.T.?·~ """'J.-nt:1"~ J... "- . ~- ··;. ....... ·.:,4 sa'
5-..r1-"d 74~., p. •
p. 3.
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lowered, and the subject will be able to comprehend 80-90%
of what is· said. 6 Finally I for a severe loss I speech recep-.
tion test results may vary 19-15dB from the pure-tone test
results and may reflect the average loss for the poorer ear,
while speech discrimination is greatly lowered, and the sub-
ject can comprehend only 30-70% of what is said. 7 Speech
,reception and speech discrimination, therefore, are of
concer~ t~ the .r~a4ing clinician, since the basic reading
skills of 'auditory perception and auditory discrimination
are involved.
Acoustic Deficiency ~ Auditory Perception.--A
second distinction to be made is that between acoustic
deficiency and poor auditory discrimination.' ~The former
may cause the latter, but although the symptoms are similar,
they are two different problems. An ac~ustic deficiency
is a functional disruption of the hearing apparatu~ which
results in the inability to discriminate among sounds.
Poor auditory perception is a lack of knowledge of sounds
which results in the inability to discriminate among them.
The one mayor may not be remedied by the use of an aid or
by surgery and by auditory training; the other may be remedied
by auditory training and instruction in the discrimination of
sounds. 8
60'Neill, ~ lierd of Hearing, p. 75.
7Ibid••
8K ~ G _. d D G F · Thar-,~- x,. ,arr~son ar.. eweyJ. orce, Jr., ~
Ps~cl1.o.1~£,~: (J.r: ~:~e,'~)tional C:1.ildren, ,,,,~~,, York: Ronald Pre,ss
Co., 1905), p. 219.
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Natural 2.!: DeveJ.:)pmental Language. --Bond and Tinker
note that impaired hearing may be either a cause of poor
reading or an impediment which must be overcome by the
reader. 9 They also note that reading achievement is depen-
dent upon language development and speech facility, since
instruction in reading involves many oral and aural activi-
ties. 10 Insufficient language development or speech facilitYJ
then, might indicate the need for the natural language or
language development approach. The child whose langua~e
skills are so deficient that he cannot communicate well
orally needs developmental instruction in those skill's be-
fore he can experience success in reading. At the same
time, it may be desirable to avoid delay in beginning
reading instruction. Such a case may profit by exposure to
language structured in appropriate English and presenting
the syntactical meaning of words witllout a plethora of
complicated rules while strengthening the skills already
learned. In such a case, a method involving the manipulation
of visual, coded representations of language units, 'Such as
Krug11 discusses, may give the child the linguistic back-
ground needed wllile enabling him to begi~ reading instruction.
9Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, ReadinG Difficulties J
Their Dia~O~is~ Correction, (New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts, 19 7), p. 112.
lOr· ";d
. ~..
11Robert F. Krug, "Approach to Teaching Language to
Young Deaf CI.ildrer. f1 , ~merican Annals .2!~~, 110
(November, 1965), 591-597. ...
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An older child, better versed in language usage,
yet lacking some language skills and some concepts, may
respond to language development through experience, learning
thought processes, sentence organization, vocabulary, and
idiomatic language as the need arises in his daily experience
and his reading instruction. Listening, speaking, reading,
and writing would then be combined to provide for his more
advanced needs, much as they are combined in Caldwell's
methods. 12
The approaches discussed by Krug and Caldwell, since
they involve basic language instruction along with funda-
mentals of reading, might serve for a developmental primary
case or a remedial intermediate case. However, with a
may be more feasible, building vocabulary and syntax induc-
tively from word-order patterns through types o~ discourse,
and developing a conceptual basis for language usage through
experience.
All three approaches to language development, then,
have value in remedial instruction. However, Krug's approach
has the possibility of developing rigid concept
12
Elizabeth H. Caldwell, "Some Adventures in Lan-
guage Development:, Volta Review, 63 (February, 1961), 64-66.
13philip J. Schmitt, "Language Instruction for the
Deaf", Vol~a Review, 68 (January, 1966), 85-105.
, l'.
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of langu~~e structure as the pupil's comprehension and
expressive needs mature. This means· that while the approach
may be useful with pupils who are in need of readiness or
who are on the primary level, it would be either modified or
discarded as their language skills improve. Caldwell's
approach, on the other hand, need not be limited to older
pupils, but is useful on all levels, provided some language
skills are possessed by the pupil. Flexibility of thought
and language ·structure is not only permitted, but encouraged,
more closely approximating the usual reading or communi-
cation situation. That is also an advantage in Scmitt's
approach, whicll extends language experience to the various
levels of listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills,
making it useful especially with the high school, college,
or adult developmental or corrective case.
The language development or natural language ap-
proach in use may be an aid in eliminating the child's
confusion over some linguistic aspects of reading which
must commonly be taught by sight or rote. Sister Anna Rose
mentions this regarding such aspects of vocabulary as
synonyms and their shades of meaning, root words, the use
of prepositions to change meaning, and .idiomatic expres-
sions. 14 Scott discusses its use with five- and six-year
olds for the development of who and action words as well as
14Sister A~-.n,a Rose, "Factors Which Influence Lan-
guage Learn:tng", NE"tion.al Catr;olic Edllcation Association
Bulletin, 57 (August, ~960), 443.
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James Lorene applies the method to primary instruction in
1,6
pronouns. J Fin~ll~~ ~weeney'uses letter writing in the
natural language approach to develop written language sk1.lls. 17
Eclectic hE2roach.--Although such authorities as
Hart and Stafford question the applicability of a basal or
eclectic approach for instruction of the deaf because of the
conceptual difficulty, the advantage of sequential instruction
in phonetic and structural analysis and in the use of con-
textual clues cannot be overlooked in remedial instruction.
It is well to attend to individual differences and needs as
they arise through the use of 'study questions and words or
phrase lists.
Since vocabulary concepts may present difficulty
when an eclectic method is used, Sister Ann Bernardine takes
care to develop words _90nveying emotion. She lists the words
and their meanings in different situations, then has one
child begin a sentence in which a particular word must be
used, and has another complete it. Synonyms and antonyms
are pointed out, and quotations using the words are printed
on scrolls and matched with the lists. Such an .approach
.... ,-J l...,
~'Elizabeth V. Scott, "Language and Reading", Volta
Review, 64 (March, 1962) 128-132.
16Sister James Lorene, "Pronouns Puzzle Primary
Pupils", Volta Reviev{J 62 (Ja~A:,larYJ 1960), 17-19.
_17Mae M. Sweeney, llProject: Letter Writing", Volta
Review, 70 (February, 1968), 120-121.
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helps to eliminate some conceptual difficulties.
18
Another problem with basal readers in the eclectic
method is that the deaf and hard-of-hearing are prone to
read the pictures, not the stories, particularly during the
early stages of instruction. By covering the pictures and
permitting the child to see only one picture, that for the
page he is ~eading, Newton finds that the formation of mental
pictures and the use of the picture as an aid to meaning
rather than a substitute for reading is encouraged. 19
Structural and phonetic analysis may be overstressed,
yet not be completely helpful to a child who has difficulty
in hearing phonemes. Sterne suggests placing more emphasis
upon configuration and contextual clues for improved word
recognition. She develops the use of contextual clues by
having the pupil read the sentence containing the word first,
then the preceding and following sentences, and finally the
paragraph, looking for explanatory words, clauses, or phrases,
noting mood and atmosphere, and attempting to capture a sen-
sory impression. 20 This, too, is a means of overcoming
conceptual difficulties.
18Sister Ann Bernardine, "Let's Increase Their Voca-
bularies", Volta Review, 66 (May, 1960), 218-219.
19M• G.~Newton, "Readers, Not Leaf-Turners", Volta
Review, 66 (February, 1964), 67-69.
20Lillian Sterne, "Using Context Clues in a Reading
Program for the Deaf", Volta Review, 67 (May, 1965), 3-71-'375.
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Finally, the use of dictionaries to define structural
derivatives, to clarify multiple meanings by the substitution
of words in sentences, and to develop semantic understandings
is advocat~d by Pugh. 21 This provides practice in an essential
reference skill and helps to develop vocabulary concepts.
The above are representative of many ways in which
the eclectic method may be adapted for use with the hard-of-
hearing pupil who needs developmental, corrective, or
remedial reading instruction and who has a good command of
listening and speaking skills. The eclectic method can,
properly used, help such a p~pil to reading success.
Stimulus-Response Approach.--The stimulus-response
approach, defined as programmed or computerized instruction
on an individual basis, has several advantages for the hard-
of-hearing retarded reader. It is visual, and therefore
does not discriminate against his handicap. It also pro-
vides individual instruction paced according to the pupil's
learning rate, extra practice in the concepts being taught,
reinforcement, and immediate feedback. This approach is
useful in the development of abstract language concepts and
for instruction in difficult language structures.
All of those qualities make the stimulus-response
approach a valuable supplement to other methods. However,
it creates an artificial reading environment in which the-
skills are not fully integrated, and therefore should not be
used as the only method of instruction.
21Bessie L. Pugh, "Teaching Children "to Use the
Dictionary"" Volta Rr~view, 63 (April, 1961), 178-185.
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Materials
Tests.--Since the hard-of-hearing may lack certain
language skills, and especially may find oral communication
difficult in some situation~, intelligence, achievement,
and diagnostic instruments must be chosen with care. There
are few tests made expressly for the deaf or the hard-of-
~~~ .
hearing, and few standardized tests have norms for the deaf
or hard-of-hearing. Indeed, si~ce the acoustically handi-
capped must fu~ction in a hearing world, it is doubtful
whether norms from a deaf population give a more valid
indication of a hard-of-hearing person's potential than do
norms from a typical population.
Some tests have been especially recommended for use
with the deaf ,and hard-of-hearing, and have no~s for the
dea~.22 The Leiter International Scale requires no verbal-
ization on the part of the examiner or examined, and is
highly perceptual in nature. Raven's Progressive Matrices
are good as a second test to substantiate another more com-
prehensive test, and the Ontario School Ability Examination,
which is considered reasonably good for deaf children, age
4-through 10, is in use at some schools for the deaf.
However, there .are some considerations to be made
when selecting a test for the hard-of-hearing. A highly
verbal intelligence test such as the" Stanford-Binet Intelligence
2~IcCoy, Vernon, and Donald W. Brown, "Guide to Psycho-
logical Tests and Testing Procedures in the Evaluation of Deaf
and I1ard-of-Hearing Children", :!2urnal 2!. Speech !!!S! lIearing
Disabilities, 29 (November, 1964J, 416-417.
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scale may not give an accurate or complete indication of
the subject's potential, and may present difficulties in
administration, since the format is oral. Yet a performance
scale alone gives no indication of verbal intelligence. The
WISe or the 'iAIS, employing a dual scale, may yield a more
accurate analysis for the hard-of-hearing, and are con-
sidered to be the best instruments for use with the hearing
handicapped. For determining scholastic aptitude, a non-
verbal test may, in the case of the severely handicapped
hard-of-hearing subject, be advisable. In administering
a reading achievement or diagnostic test, of necessity
verbal, it is well to keep the possible effects of a
hearing loss upon the results in mind. Some conceptual
retardation, two to three, and sometimes five years, in
the~case of the severly handicapped, may be expected.
Oral reading fluency may be affected by a concomitant
speech defect, and is likely to lag behind silent reading
achievement. In attempting an accurate diagnosis, a test
employing norms for both normally-hearinG and deaf popula-
tions, such as the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Test 2,
Reading, offers a comparison of performance on both sets of
norms which could be helpful to the clinician.
The considerations proffered by Vernon and Brown23
regarding the interpretation of tests given to the acoustically
handicapped should b~ kept in mind-and adapted to the
23Ibid., pp. 414, 423.
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particular case. The most important point is the' ques-
tionable validity of verbal in~elligence testing and of
group testing with the hard-of-hearing. The hard-of-hearing
subject may have the concept, but be unable to express·it
adequately verbally, limiting his response pattern. In
a group, if care is not taken that he have optimal seating
for visual and auditory contact with the examiner, the
acoustically handicapped subject may miss pertinent instruc-
..
tions or, should the test involve listening skills, be unable
to handle the material adequately. At all times, in any
testing situation, the examiner should recognize and
respond to the hard-of-hearing subject's intrinsic limitations.
Reading Instruction.--Natural or developmental lan-
guage materials as discussed in various journals during the
last decade, tend to be linguistically-oriented, presenting
difficult aspects of language structure via simple, in-
teresting, and meaningful media while allowing creative
expression and growth in all aspects of language arts and
reading. The Thompson materials discussed by Wooden24 are'
to be used with the natural language app.roach, since the
philosophy upon which they are based involves learning con-
crete and abstract concepts from concrete situationSe Their
visual preSt~T' jon is an advantage for the hard-of-hearing
pupils. This set of mimeographed booklets appears to be
24Harley Z. 'vooden, "Dramatized Language for the
Deaf" I Exceptional Children, 29 (De.cember,. 1962) I 155-163.
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good material for use with pupils who have limited lan~
guage skills and concepts since it attempts to build language,
skills wliile "developing abstract and concrete concepts. How-
ever, as Wooden suggests, this material should not be the
sole basis of a remedial program, but other materials such
as illustrations, audio-visual materials, or teaching machines
should be used to extend the learning experience.
The materials compiled by the Rocky Mountain Special
Education Materials Center are also good for remedial in-
struction in verbs. 25 The variety of material, audio-visual
in aspect, presenting the verb, its action, and usage, make
them useful supplements to remedial instruction. Elliott's
26 27color coded blocks and Sister Mary Therese's verb cards
are also interesting and useful instructional supplements.
Elliott's materials, presenting sentence structure in a
visual mode without minimizing vocabulary and word recogni-
tion, are good supplementary materials for hard-of-hearing
pupils experiencing difficulty with language structure and
can be used to strengthen the use of context and structural
clues to comprehension. The verb cared might prove useful
for vocabulary instruction on the primary or intermediate
remedial levels in general.
25William R. Reid, "Action Verb Material Developed
for Deaf Children", Exceptional Children, 34 (November,
1967), 203-205.
26Shirley S. Elliott, "Structural Language Blocks",
Volta Review, 66 (September, 1964), 526-531. .
27Sister Mary Therese, SSND, "Illustrated Verbs",
Volta Review, 66 (May, 1964), 272-274.
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Although such devices as the Wing Symbols, Barry
Five Slate, or Fitzgerald Key could be used in an eclectic
approach, they are especially devised for teaching gram-
matical structure. For a pupil with poor sentence structure,
these are useful, but not absolutely necessary materials.
However, as Northcott 28 points out, such programs as Head
Start use the eclectic' approach, combining the qualities
of both the natural language and formal, or basal approach.
These are essentially readiness programs, and the variety
of methods and materials used in them makes IIead Start pro-
grams especially good for the hearing-handicapped retarded
reader.- The readiness principles involved, creative
experiences, language development, and conceptual growth,
are essential not only for the environmentally deprived,
but. for the linguistically deprived.
Insofar as basal materials in the eclectic method
are concerned, most such materials used with the deaf for
reading instruction are currently used in remedial reading
instruction. For the hard-of-hearing, these should provide
a well-rounded developmental program without the conceptual
difficulties they present to the deaf. At the same time,
care should be taken to see that concepts, grammatical
structure, or idiomatic expressions which are difficult are
understood by the pupil.
28Winifred Nies Northcott, "Head Start Programs,
Implications for Deaf Children," Volta-Review, 70 (February,
1968), 106-,113.
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Supplementary work which is applicable to remedial
instruction in the eclectic method is described by Sister
Mary Walter. The pupils match sentences to pictures in one
exercise for developing sequential comprehension. In another~
action pictures accompanied by a sentence with the verb folded
back are used. The child reads the sentence, inserts the
verb and checks his answer. Sentence strips presenting
eight pictures with elliptical sentences to which cards with
past and present verbs are matched are also used. 29
Special orthographies are almost never used in
remedial instruction. However, they do have the advantage
of presenting reading as a linguistic exercise and pre-
senting sounds through a visual key, and they allow the pupil
to express himself in natural speech patterns. The primary
disadvantage is the dependency upon a wide vocabulary and a
working knowledge of sounds. This would make such materials
extremely difficult for the hearing-impaired retarded reader.
During the last decade, programmed material has
attracted much attention in research in both reading instruc-
tion for the deaf and in remedial reading. Research has
shown that it is us'eful for teaching written language skills,
the language of directions, and categorization. Its prLmary
attribute is visual, sequential instruction proceeding
according to the pupil's learning rate. Computer-assisted
education, an advanced type of programmed instruction,
29Sister rotary ''1alter, "Individual Instructional
Seatwork", Volta Review, 62 (April, 1960), 162-165.
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possesses similar qualities. Because of the visual attri-
butes, both are useful materials for remedial instruction
for the hard-of-hearing, although expense makes computer-
assisted education unlikely material for a center. The
materials developed by Project LIFE 30 for remedial instruc-
tion for the deaf appear excellent in the reasoned philosophy
upon which they are based, and in tile attempt to create
materials for all aspects of. reading. The multi-media
material is especially good, since it reaches all aspects
of language and reading development.
However useful programmed material may be in
remedial instruction for the hard~of-hearing, it is well,
as with most materials, to avoid overuse. While such
materials are undoubtedly helpful in developing specific
skills, they do not allow the integration of skills which is
the key to good reading. For a remedial or corrective case,
then, programmed materials may be useful, for the the develop-
mental case, their primary value is aa supplementary material.
Audio-Visual Materials.--Audio-visual materials are
excellent supplements to any type ,of instruction. Since the
hard-of-hearing' rely on vision as well as hearing to assimilate
learning, the use of audio-visual aids is even more ~portant
to their instruction than to that of normally hearing pupils.
30Uarley Z. W'ooden, nAudio-Visual Approach to Lan-
guage Instruction of Children with Severe Hearing Impairments:
Project LIFEI~, Audio-Visual IIlstruction, 11, (November, 1966),
712-746.
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Films, filmstrips, television, pictures, overhead and
opaque projectors, and tapes are especially useful in clas~­
room instruction and may vitalize remedial skills and
comprehension instruction. Their usefulness for study pur-
poses should not be overlooked.
However, there are some limitations to be considered.
Films, television, and tapes contain aural material which
may not be grasped by the hard-of-hearing pupil who has
little speech-reading skill or whose hearing loss covers
much of the speech frequency range. Pre-familiarization
with materials to be presented may alleviate this difficulty.
Such materials should not necessarily be eliminated from the
instructional. program, as they do offer practice in auditory
discrimination and listening skills which should be developed
as ~uch as possible. ~lany of the older models of opaque
projectors are extremely noisy, which would_lower the pupil's
comprehension of an oral explanation. Again such difficulties
may be overcome by explaining the material before-hand or by
putting a written explanation on the projection or into the
pupil's hands.
Librarl Materials.--Library materials are an intrinsic
portion of any reading program. The suggestions for a multi-
media resource library con~aining audio-visual aids to study
as well as books for leisure reading or reference made by
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McMahon and Cory are excellent not only for schools and
it has drawbacks as well. The use of library books for
reading instruction builds interest and allows variety in
materials. Discussions based upon these books, their
settings, time characters, style, and themes, involve an
integration of skills which would hopefully lead to reading
growth. Also, for the retarded reader, the simplified
classics are good means of gaining background material
which he otherwise would lacko However, in the usual
rea~ing program, simplification of sentence structure and
deletion of archaic words, or omission of long, supposedly
irrelevant, and difficult passages may give the pupil a mis-
conception of the author's style and cause him to miss details
and descriptions that could add to his understanding of the
setting or a character. Complexity of sentence structure is
a characteristic of the English language, particularly in
31Marie McMahon, "Educational Media Center--The
Library's New Look tt , American Annals of the Deaf, 112,. (Novem-
ber, 1967), 665-675.·· ... - -- -
32patricia B. Cory, "Report on Library Programs in
Schools for the Deaf", l\merican Annals 2!~~, 112 (Novem-
ber, 1967), 70~-709.
33patricia B. Cory, "Special Library Reading Project
for Teenagers", Volta Review, 66 (February, 1964), 63-66.
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certain scholastic disciplines, and it adds variety to speech
and writing. If the pupil is allowed an explanation of the
difficult passage, complex sentence, or archaic word, and
is helped to grasp its meaning, he is given a chance to
grow conceptually.
Summary
Each of the methods, natural or developmental lan-
guage, eclectic, and stimulus-response, used in reading
instruction for the deaf, may be applied to remedial reading
f
instruction for the hard-of-hearing with modifications
considering both the advantages and disadvantages' of the
hard-of-hearing as contrasted with the deaf. Depending
upon the type of case, developmental, remedial, or corrective,
one or another, or a combination of these methods would, be
applicable.
Many of the materials used in diagnosis and reading
instruction for the deaf may be used not only with the hard-
of-hearing pupil, but with the normally-hearing pupil as well.
The type and extent of hearing loss in the pupil may determine
the choice of tests, although in most instances, an accurate
diagnosis of the hard-of-hearing person, given consideration
for limitation in the language skills, may be gained from
individual tests.
Instructional reading materials for the deaf are
highly language oriented, and many are useful more with the
primary or low intermediate level than the junior or senior
high school level. However, for remedial work with specific
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skills, and as supplements to developmental instruction,
they may prove useful. It is also well to note that reading
instruction for the deaf often takes the form ,of remedial
instruction, and therefore many materials used are common
in clinical classes. Audio-visual aids, including films,
filmstrips, pictures, opaque and overhead projectors, and
tapes are interesting and useful materials for any reading
program. However, they are especially pertinent as means
of developing fluent oral-aural communication skills in a
hard-of-hearing pupil.
Finally, library materials, while they may not take
the form of multi-media resources, are an essential source
of vicarious conceptual and linguistic development for the
hard-of-hearing pupil as well as for the normally hearing
pupil. Once care is taken to develop concepts and language
which are unfamiliar to the pupil, the book may prove a




This paper surveyed literature on methods and
materials for language development and reading instruction
for the deaf and the hard-of-hearing. Its purpose was to
determine their applicability to diagnosis and remedial
reading instruction for the hard-of-hearing. The scope'
was limited to the last decade, since most interest and
experimentation in remedial reading has taken place during
that time.
Findings
Literature from the last decade in cognitive develop-
ment, methods of instructions, and diagnostic, instructional,
and supplementary materials for use with the hearing-handi-
capped has been particularly concerned with the deaf and with
language development.
Research in cognitive development has revealed that
the deaf and hard-of-hearing are capable of attaining cogni-
tive skills, but take longer than the normally-hearing. They
possess fewer concepts and percepts, but are better able to
relate the one to the other than normally-hearing persons.
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The deaf and hard-of-hearing tend to be more dependent upon
concrete attributes for reasoning and word perception. It is
possible that linguistic symbols are not understood well
enough for verbal reasoning. In the basic skills of speech
and communication, reluctance to work with oral-aural symbols
creates difficulty for both the deaf and hard-of-hearing.
Difficulty in discriminating speech sounds,.particularly
fricatives and sibilants, makes speech discrimination dif-
ficult. Auditory training is helpful, but consideration to
the communicative environment, allowing optimal aural and
visual contact, must be given at all times.
Instructors of the deaf and hard-of-hearing have
found that poor conceptual and language development leads to
specific reading problems. Since reading is derived from
the spoken language, a deficiency in aural comprehension
results in limited concepts and a limited vocabulary. This
leads to the tendency to reason in concrete rather than
abstract terms, and to the problem of literal-mindedness.
Three particular methodologies, natural or develop-
mental language, eclectic, and stimulus-response, have been
discussed and researched during the last decade. The natural
or. developmental language approach is the most common in
language arts or reading instruction for the deaf, because
it allows development of language with reading skills. The
eclectic approach, insofar as it is combined with natural
language methods, is used, but educators of the deaf express
reservations regarding methods using a basal reader, since
the conceptual content is often beyond their pupil's
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development. Stimulus-response methods have been exte~sively
researched as visually-oriented, individualized, highly
motivating programs. However, researchers, while impressed
by the appropriateness of a visual methodology which does
not discriminate against the deaf or hard-of-hearing pupil's
handicap, recognize that such methods cannot develop all
the language arts or reading skills needed.
Several tests of intelligence have been recommended
especially for the deaf, including the Ontario School Ability
Examination, the Leitner International Scale, and Raven's
Progressive Matrices. For the hard-of-hearing, such tests
may be less useful than verbal-performance scales such as
the 'VISe or the WAIS. Although there are no specific
aptitude or reading tests for the deaf, the norms which have
been developed and the research on test performance of the
deaf can be used to aid diagnosis with the hard-of-hearing.
Various types of materials for use with the natural
or developmental language, eclectic, and stimulus-response
methods have been developed and used for research during
the last decade. Those used with the natural or develop-
mental language method tend to be oriented toward structural
linguistics, since the object is to teach correct grammatical
patterns and communications techniques rather than reading
Rer~. These include ~pecial keys such as the Fitzgerald
Key, Barry Five Slate, and Wing Symbols which are in common
usage, and color-coded blocks or picture cards for development
of language and concepts. Combined with concept and language
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building experiences, these materials have proved useful
in the classroom, although research has not been concerned
directly with them during the last decade. Basal series,
workbook materials, and worksheets commonly used with the
eclectic method have attracted little attention. Such
materials, wl'len used,' are of the type often found in clinics:
Phonetic or linguistic workbooks; comprehensive mater~~ls;
or study skills materials.
Just as stimulus-response methods' have attracted
much attention in research, so have programmed and compu-
terized materials for use with the deaf and hard-of-hearing.
Research has shown these materials to be especially useful
for instruction in the meaning and use of function words
and in following w~itten directions. Materials not prepared
expressly for the deaf were also found to be useful in skills
remediation for the deaf, although their usefulness with
those reading below intermediate levels was doubtful. A
major project during the last decade was Project LIFE, an
attempt not only to develop materials for use with the
hearing handicapped in language arts, with an emphasis on
reading, but also to compile a bibliography of sources for
material to be made available to members of the profession.
Finally, audio-visual and library materials have been
receiving increased attention during the last decade, par-
ticularly'the newer materials such as film loops, individual
projectors, and overhead projectors. The usefulness of such
materials with the hearing handicapped has led to the idea
of libraries as multi-media resource centers in which audio-
visual materials would be readily available for study.
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Conclusions
The methods and materials in use for diagnosis and
language arts instruction of the deaf during the last decade
are for the most part useful· for remedial reading instruction
of the hard-of-hearing. Depending upon the extent of the
pupiltshandicap and his ability to cope with it, it may
be feasible to use both verbal and performance criteria in
diagnosis. Some instructional methods and materials used
with the deaf may be useful only for development of specific
skills, while others considered too difficult for the deaf
may be useful in remedial instruction for' the hard-of~hearing.
However, with some modifications, current practices and
materials in language a~t8 instruction fo~ the deaf may be
useful to the reading clinician or teacher in helping a .
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